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MACRoCk Madness
fans from coast to coast filled the
Burg for independent sounds of
more than 100 bands. Page 13

Tibetan
ex-official
discusses
conflict

Dukes bounce back

Greeks hit high notes

The Diamond Dukes rebounded from an
upset loss to Liberty last week to take
two of three from the College of William
& Mary. Page 19

Greek Sing brings a successful mix of
high-energy performances and active
audience as Greeks try to upstage
one another for the top. Page 17

Mega Men?
The Men's Health Fair offered tips
and educational services to promote men's wellness. Page 3

MoviiV On Up
Howard Johnson's hotel to become temporary residence hall
with out-of-the-ordinary amenities for fall 2001

BY JORDAN HOI I

contributing writer
The ec-Prime Minister of the
exiled Tibetan government discussed the differences m mindset
between the Chinese government
and that <>l Tibetans in a lecture
Wednesday afternoon before .i
nearly packed house in GreJtonStovall Theatre.
Tenzin N. lemons; the chafer of
the Committee Ol 100 for Tibet
and a guest lecturer in the history
department at Stanford I nl
spoke for over an houi SDOUl the situation between China and Tibet
Tethong said thai m ll»49 and
1950, Tibet was Invaded by the
Communist Chinese government.
Of the six million Tibetans who
lived there at the time of the invasion, over 1.2 have been killed.
Utilizing manv talents, lethong
has been involved with the TJbsSBfl
situation thnuigh many avenues.
He served in the Dalai 1 am.i's cafatnet, was the editor of the TH\imi
Review, has recorded folk songs,
taught In schools tor exiled Tibetans
and was the foreign minister of the
exiled Tibetan go\eminent. I le WBS
also the principal advisor to the film
"Seven Years in libel" lor which,
according to his introduction, "he
taught Hrad Pitt how toad '

-66The Dalai Lima does
not see the Chinese as
enemies.
- Tenzin N.Trthong
chair of the Commmcc of I DO for Tibet

??According to Tethong, Tibet has
been a peaceful nation ^ince the
introduction of Buddhism around
the seventh century Although Tibet
is a surprisingk wist territory, the
size of the area from Texas to California, or I million MUM milii.,
there was a low population of only 6
million.
'Tibet has remained an island
nation in the heart ol Asia." Iethong
said. "It is surrounded by DMMlvc
nations and the 1 limalayan Mountains. For many yean thaj were lett
to themselves and functioned Mitficiently."
Tethong pointed out tWO main
differences in the thinking of the
Chinese government and the thinking of Tibetans I le said that the Chinese governement . laims that I iU-t
has alwavs been a p.irt ol China.
Tethong pointed out thai Titvl i<- .in
ancient nation tli.it data! badk OVCf
2.000 years, and before Buddham
was Introduced, libel lyaa a ( entral
Asian power, politically and niilit.ir
ily. When Buddhism and its pacifist
teachings came into nivt.m life, it
became Tibet's "distinct characteristic and the cored lilvt.m Identity,'
Tethong said.
Secondly, Tethong said lh.it the
Chinese government ( lairM that the
"I irvr.itinnul lilvl.' .i-lli.l hines,call their invasion ol Tibet, was
brought on by tl» hi I that lihet was
a feudal and backward society
'Tibet was backward in material
progress at the time ol the invasion," Tethong -aid II had no
Industry or modem economy. But
Tibet had survived t"i thousands ol
M IT■ vMtli tins u.n oi iiie rhew
were no records ol man-made disaster) or famine until the ( limes.'
arrived," heaald.
letton* who began Wa i-inu-ii
taw In the early 1970s as the secteam totheCabbiettoHtoHolineai
the Dalai lama discussed the rrlationshipol the Dalai I ,iina and the
government of China.
"The Dalai Lama does not seethe
climes,- as enemkav" he laid. "He
conveys
irveyi llx- spiritual work ol
imi I

IN

BY ROBYN (ii us11 \si
staff writer

M;KR

Returning students will have
an opportunity to live with a little
more freedom and luxury next
tear with the opening of Km kingam Hall, a new JML residence to
be housed in the building formerly used as a Howard Johnson
Inn on Port Republic Road.
The new residence hall will
offer students d single room with
13 by 18 feet dimensions, a double
bed, a private bathroom, wail-towall carpet, heat, air conditioning
and convenient parking; however,
Rockingham will cost $400 more
to live in than other residence
halls.
JML! students have been
housed in the Howard Johnson
Inn since 1980. Students last lived
there during spring of 1998. For
the first time, the rooms will be
modified to be specifically set up
for students.
Senior Director of Residence
Life, Jim McConnel, said when

JMU first purchased the building wanting to remain or return to
and the land earlier this semester, campus has risen. Telecommunithe plan was for the hotel to be cations and PC Repair will use
torn down to make room for some of the space as storage and
another parking lot which will offices.
eventually be needed when 1-81 is
Rockingham Hall will be temporary, and eventually will
expanded, eliminating R2-loL
The
new
become
a
parking deck
parking
lot
makes the need -6 6
when
1-81
for another lot
expands,
less immediate,
McConnel
McConnel said,
|MU is
still waiting to
so the administration held a
hear from the
meeting
to
state to see
decide what a
when
the
expansion will
temporary solu-JimMcConnd
X,"
MU
tion could be.
senior director ol residence lile
McConnel
Representatives from the
said he esti
mates the cost
Office ot Resiof turning the
dence Life, Student Affairs, Telecom and Techni- building into a residence hall
cal Services met two weeks ago. won't be too high.
During the meeting, McConnel
"it will certainly be less than
suggested that the building be $10,000 ... It will only be used for
turned into a residence hall two to three years, so we don't
because the number of students really want to spend thousands

It will only be used for two to
three years, so we don't
really want to spend
thousands... of dollars on it.
-99-

upon thousands of dollars on it,"
McConnel said.
The hotel was renovated and
redecorated about three years ago,
according to McConnel. He said
that not much is going to change
in the rooms as far as furniture.
One of two double beds will be
removed from each mum. Each
room will still have its own bathroom, but luggage racks will be
removed and replaced with
dressers and desk..
office will become the lobby
where students can study or
socialize.
The restaurant will be used for
storage or torn down because of a
possible problem with asbestos,
McConnel said.
Renovations are scheduled to
begin the week after graduation in
May, according to McConnel.
"It is my understanding that the
university decided to honor parents' reservations (at the hotel) for
graduation, but some wiring of
tee HMO'S, pegeS

Council urges honor code awareness
Rose to speak on academic integrity as part of events
BY KATE SNYDER

staff writer
Have vou ever signed a friend's
name to the attendance sheet in class?
Have you failed to cite sources in a
papa or used one paper for two separate classes? If so, you have violated
the JMU Honor Code.
I In-, week the Honor Council is
hosting the annual Honor Awareness
Week "to educate students about
what the Honor Code actually is and
what (lie 1 lonor Council does," Honor
Coundl president, junior Sara
Bromberg said. "Most students don't
realize tlie importance of the Honor
system to JMU and often don't make
u ,i priority."
BatabUemd in 1909, the Honor
Code is an official document of the
university.

The Honor Council "is committed
to instilling, promoting and upholding individual and collective academic integrity," according to the Honor
system Web site.
Professors are expected to enforce
the Honor Code to ensure the
Integrity Ol their classrooms, junior
Beth Wade, Honor Council representative, laid.
When a violation is suspected, a
student may informally resolve the
issue with a professor. If the student
admits to the suspected violation, the
faculty member and student CM agree
on a grade penalty and must forward
an Informal Agreement Resolution
form to the Honor Council.
If the student does not admit to the
suspected violation, the student and
faculty member must agree on a rem-

edy but the faculty member ma\ not
impose a penalty If they cannot
resolve the nutter inlormallv. the l.n
ultv member may refer to the matter
to the I lonoi UHIIHII
Once the faculty member submits
tin-- request. Honor I ouruil loordi-

nator ,m<\ Investigators conduct .1
preliminary investigation and compile information. It there is sufficient reason to believe a violation
has 00 urred, the student Is notified
that In1 01 aha i> charged with an
Honor Code \ tolation ,\mi a hearing
is scheduled.
The hearing Kurd tor each violation is asfcetad bj the Honor Coundl
vies president and Li comprised of
three mcult) members, three student
wr HOXOR. page 5

Spring is in the air, or maybe summer?
The Quad was sprinkled with students
and visitors, eager to
bask In the summerlike weather as temperatures reached the
90s on Sunday.
Junior Christ! Carter,
I to r, sophomore Liz
Worster and Intervarslty staff member Stacy
Cullior utilize the
warm weather by
studying and lounging
on the Quad.
According to local
weather reports, temperatures are likely to
stay near 80 degrees
Monday and Tuesday
and then remain In
the low to mld-70s for
the remainder ot the
week.
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• "Biolechnoloyy Instruction: Confessions from the ideal profession," featuring Myron Blosser of Hamsonburg High School. 5
p.m., ISAT 136, pizza and refreshments provided, sponsored
by VaBIO

TUESDAY, APRIL 10
• Habitat for Humanity general meeting, 5 to 6 p.m., Taylor 308.
e-mail Shannon al piercesm

• Special Interest Group for Graphics (SIGGRAPH) meeting, 5 p m . Modular 250
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POLICE LOG
WEATHER
BY CAM 'I BONDS
police reporter

A JMU employee was reportedly struck by a
vehicle dnven by a JMU student on Apnl 3 at
3:54 p.m. on the comer of Bluestone and
Carner dnves.
The victim was reportedly struck while
crossing at the crosswalk near the exit of the
Godwin Hall parking lot.
The Rescue Squad reportedly responded to
the accident, and the victim was treated al
RMH and released
In other matters, campus police report the following:
Vehicle Accident
• A JMU student was reportedly struck by a
vehicle at the service drive on Greek Row on
Apnl 2 at 4:04 pm while working on an art
drawing.
The victim reportedly received iniunes to his
fool.
Underaged Possession of Alcohol
• Moira L Hundley. 18. of Balesville, and
Jennifer M. Starkey. 19 of Fairfax were arresl-

ed and charged with underaged possession of
alcohol on April 6 at midnight.
The students allegedly had alcohol in their
possession while in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Destruction of Property
• Unknown persons reportedly cut the motor
wires ol a JMU van at the Maintenance Center
between 9 a.m. on April 2 and 4:30 a.m. on
Apnl5.
Grand Larceny
• An unknown person reportedly broke into a
Logan Hall dorm room while the victim was in
class on Apnl 3 between 12:15 p.m. and 3:40
p.m.
The subject reportedly forced his or her way
into the locked room and stole a black leather
wallet containing cash and several credit cards.
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Singing Greek style
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INFORMATION

Low

Tuesday

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported that a cell phone
had been stolen on Apnl 3 at 3:05 pm al
Chandler Hall.
The incident is reportedy under irvesfgaloa
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 pm.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 per
column inch
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue.
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

CORRECTIONS
The Community Coalition on Alcohol
Abuse event will lake place on August 24.
according to coalition co-chair Hillary
Wing. The date was incorrectly staled in
the April 5 issue of The Breeze.

LETS EAT*

>E NOTE CHANGES IN HOURS OF OPERATION
FROM APR 12 - APR 16
THURSDAY, APRIL 12r 2001
Madison on the Move
Closes at 2 pm
TDU
Closes at 9:30 pm
UREC Smoothie Bar
Closes at 9:30 pm
Lakeside Express
Closes at 11 pm
C-Store East
Closes at midnight

SATURDAY. APRIL 14. 2001
GIBBONS DINING HALL OPEN REGULAR
HOURS
Mr
- Chips
Open 11 am - 5 pm

SUNDAY. APRIL 15. 2001
FRIDAY. APRIL 13. 2001
PC Dukes
Java City
Closes at 11 am
Reopens 3:30 pm
Festival
Chick-Fil-A
Closes at 2 pm
Reopens 5 pm
Door 4
C-store
East
Reopens 5 pm
Closes at 2 pm
Mr. Chips
Festival
Open 6pm -11 pm
Closes at 2 pm
Madison Grill
Closes at 2 pm
PC Dukes
MONDAY. APRIL 16 2001
Closes at 3 pm
Mr. Chips
Open 7:30 am - 5:00 pm
LET'S GO, GIBBONS DINING HALL, MARKET ONE,
MRS. GREENS NO CHANGE IN SCHEDULE.

All other locations reopen at
normal serving times.

GIBBONS HALL WILL BE OPEN REGULAR HOURS ALL WEEKEND

MONDAY. APRIL

9, 2001 I THE BREEZE 13

"One night, I had my boys
and myself eat under the dinner table. It stimulated new
conversations and new ideas."

■ I am not the walrus
Creativity speaker warns
against building sand castles
next to sleeping walruses.

STANLEY GRYSKIEWICZ

author
see below

m below

JMU to experience 'The Mills Effect'
Run-off elections yield winner in race for new SGA president
Senior Amanda Klein, co-chair of the SGA elecHY JAMRS DAVID
assistant news editor
tions committee, said she is going to make a recWith no signs of dimpled chads, protests, or ommendation that if no one candidate has a clear
Supreme Court involvement, the Student majority, then there should be a run-off election
Government Association's April 4 elections ended similar to the other offices.
Voters also decided two class council offices.
with four more clearly-elected officials
Roughly 12.2 percent of students voted for the For the class of 2004, Brian Nido will be president
and
Bobbie Jo Grove will be vice president. The
SGA president and the Board of Visitors student
representative. Freshmen voters also decided who other class council elections were unopposed.
"1 think that all the candidates ran great races
would fill two class council positions.
According to SGA results, senior David Mills and that the close nature of many of the results
received 52.2 percent of the vote and junior illustrates this," Venteuolo said.
"As the student member to the BOV, I want to
Adam Jones received 47.8 in the SGA pnuldOV
focus on bringing more student input and concern
tial runoff election.
Because neither presidential candidate gar- into board meetings. I want students to be aware
nered more than 50 percent of the vote at the in advance of board meetings and agendas so that
March 28 election. Mills and Jones squared off in a students can have a more active voice in the decirun-off election where no write-in candidates sion making process," Venteuolo said "I plan to
would be permitted, ensunng that one candidate do this by focusing on outreach to student organwould receive the required minimum 50 percent izations on campus."
In terms of goals. Grove said, "The overall purof the vote to be elected.
In the first ever race for BOV student represen- pose of the class council is to create a comfortable
tative, junior Anthony Vcntetuolo won, receiving climate in which students of JMU can better unify
24 4 percent of the vote. Junior Thaddeus (.lotieltv with their respective classes through academic
received 23.7 percent, while sophomore Erin programs, social gatherings and community servDolan received 22.7 percent, sophomore Michael ice projects. I intend to make sure that we uphold
Goodman 16.1 percent, and junior Adrienne Johns our mission statement and do the best that we can
in unifying the class."
13.1 percent

SGA presidentelect senior David Mill* speaks at a recent SGA meeting.

Fair educates students
on men's health issues
BY KII-F.Y WALAWENDFR

igraphrr

The SGA Food Services Committee piesenterJ Ita second Food Forum Thursday in
the Warren airport lounge. Studenta had the opportunity to ask dining administrators questions, share comments and suggestions, and find out what D-hall will be
like next year.

contributing writer
The annual Men's Health Fair
was held Wednesday in the
UREC atrium as part of last
week's Men's Health Week.
Sponsored by the University
Health Center, "the purpose of
this fair is to educate JMU students on health issues that affect
their everyday lives," Tamer
Moumen, graduate student and
special projects coordinator from
the office of health promotion It
UHC, said. "Although the fair is
geared towards men, it provides
useful information for all."
Sophomore Terry Kessler said,
"I came to the men's health fair
because I heard it was men's
health week and wanted to see
what information was being
provided."
Many representatives promoted activities which involve the
physical aspect of men's wcllness.
Les Welch, cycling sponsor for
the JMU Triathlon Club and
owner of the East Coast Bicycle
Academy, pmvided information
about his store in Harrisonburg
and also several types of bikes to
show students.
Welch said he was at the fair to
help promote cycling in the
Shenandoah Valley and at JMU
He said he feels cycling
improves a person's quality of
life by providing exercise and
fresh air.
Another table was run by
UHC
nutritionist
Michele
Cavoto and sophomore dietetic
student, Caroline Cundiff. They
offered information about supplements such as Creatine,

Ephedra, Chromium Picolinate,
and Glutamine.
These aids are dietary supplements that claim to build muscle,
burn fat and enhance athletic performance. However, students
must keep in mind that these
supplements are not FDAapproved and should not be used
as a replacement diet, according
to Cavoto.
UREC's two massage therapists, Steve Uankr., a graduate of
the Virginia School of Massage,
and Lori Mays, JMU graduate
and registered nurse at the
Augusta
Medical
Center,
offered students free massages
at the fair.
Receiving a massage has been
known to lower heart rale and
blood pressure, increase endorphins, improve circulation, relax
the muscles and reduce mental
stress, according to both.
Students may sign up for a
paid massage session at UREC
Monday through Friday at the
program registration desk.
Junior AJ Bennett and senior
Geoff Alexander, two assessment
specialists, promoted UREC's
Fitness Assessment program at
the fair.
This program tests students
for their physical weaknesses and
then recommends a personalized
training program to help them
achieve their individual goals,
Bennett said
"We hope that by coming
here today, we can help to get
people motivated and give
them
something to do,"
Bennett said. "When they come
back to get re-tested, we can

evaluate how their workout
program is working and hopefully make some more recommendations if needed."
"1 was surprised at all the
different information that the
fair had to offer," sophomore
Jeff Daube said. "Not only was
there information specifically
related to men's health, but it
also showed some of the other
services that JMU has to offer
ita students "
The fair also provided information about JMU organizations that relate to students' mental health.
Senior Community ServiceLearning adult education and
tutoring coordinator Shaun
Reddy and senior technology
assistance program coordinator
Mike Albert provided information about how to utilize CSL to
gel involved in community service, Albert said
He said CSL is a student
organization that places student
volunteer, in the community to
help provide a positive social
change in the public.
CSL runs Alternative Spring
Break and the Technology
Assistance Program, Albert said.
Students received several
free items, including key chains,
pencils, matches, magnets, condoms, toothpaste, chap stick
and pamphlets
Moumen said, "Overall, I
feel that the JMU population is
generally a healthy population.
This is probably due to the
great number of health-oriented
programs available to students
on campus."

Speaker urges students to be more creative
BY ANNA CUI.BRETH

contributing writer
An author and expert on creativity
and Innovation shared insight with students into the world of creativity and its
many benefits Thursday in the Health
and Human Services Building
Stanley Gryskiewicz, author of
"Positive Turbulence: Developing
Climate- lor Creativity, Innovation and
Renewal." delivered a motivational
speadl on his book and related issues
Gryskiewicz is the vice president
and senior Icllow of the Center for
Creative Leadership in Greensboro,
N.C. He has the responsibility of
coordinating the CCL's global initiate, i"-. He advises the center on global
-Iralcgv and policy, trend-, and best
practices in the field of global leadership development.
On Thursday, Gryskiewicz spoke of
his accomplishments and how he
achieved them.
"I am here to talk about my book
and my life experience in hope ih.it
you can make connections back to your
own life," he said.
Throughout his
presentation.

c if) skiewicz stressed the important i I i
enhancing a professional development
by means of unconventional methods.
He began by conducting an experiment. He asked the audience to name a
color, a fruit and a flower. Two-thirds of
the audience had the same answers —
red. apple and rose "This indicatepredictability, which can cause you to
miss developmental options for
change," he said.
Gryskiewicz spoke about "Tyranny
of Focus" in which an individual
should be able to balance focus and the
periphery. He gave examples of very
successful individuals who succeeded
in business by escaping social trends.
H. Smith Richardson, marketer of Vicks
VapoRub, "doesn't fit into the tradition
of structure," Gryskiewicz said. He
■poke about Richardson's rebellious
nature against the capitalist system and
how this furthered his career development "He did not go thmugh the steps
of
advancing
his
company,"
i ,r\ skiewii / said "He didn't use redapple io-e way ol seeing things
Gryskiewicz stressed the imporlanoe of being aware of what is gome.

on in the world that will influence your
career. "Never build sand castles next to
sleeping walruses," he said. "They
might wake up and roll over on your
sand castle." He referred to these "walruses" in terms of population, environment, technology, social influences, and
the economy. He emphasised that we
need to be aware of and plan ahead for
these external influences. Gryskiewicz
presented creative cartoons to accompany this part of the speech.
Gryskiewicz also presented slides
with statistics and motivational quotes
demonstrating the importance of being
prepared for change and looking outside of the business.
"If you are not in the business of evolution, you are not going to stay in the
business," he said "You have to manage
change before it manages you."
Gryskiewicz traced the shift of the
necessity (or innovation from the
1950s to the 2000s, indicating the shift
from innovation as "nice" to innovation as "constant."
"If you are going to create on the
edge of tomorrow, you must bring the
organization insights about tomor-

row," he said. "This is the issue that
positive turbulence addresses."
Gryskiewicz emphasized the need
to see something from a different perspective or several perspectives in
order to provide new meaning.
"One night, 1 had my boys and
myself eat under the dinner table It
stimulated new conversations and new
idea-, he Hid
Crvskiewicz gave the implicationfor marketing strategies in terms of all
different generations
"There were two billion teenagers
in the year 2000.'' he said "We have to
redirect marketing Urategka to accommodate this shift. A shocking ■even
percent of the population reside in
North America, and the seven to 10
largest cities in the world will be found
in A-ia this century," he said. 'These
are all things we have to accommodate
and be prepared tor strategically."
Gryskiewicz also Indicated the
intense' incline in internet use and its
effect on business. "I say this is a generation www, not generatihn X," he said.
"There will be half a billion Web surfers
by the war :n" ' He pointed out that

we do not work in a consistent or simple marketing force.
Gryskiewicz proposed that the solution to adapt to the dynamic business
world is to integrate new impulses
"However many conferences you
attend, attend n plus one, and make
that one an area outside of your expertise," he said. "If you love children,
send them on their travels And to
bring this home, I challenge you to lake
cour-c-. at least one, outside of your
major. You have to be able to out-mno\a?e innovators."
Sophomore Carrie Phillips said.
'Tie gave us gtxid insight on what's
about to happen, and he prepared us
for this change."
Junior Courtney Snoddy said, "The
speaker was very informative and
knowledgeable on le.uler-hip change
in the workplace."
Gryskicwicz's speech i- Ihe third
annual Creative leadership Forum that
has been brought to JMU by the
American Society of Training and
Development, the Adult Education/
Human Resource Development pn>gram and the Student Sueces- Program
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NEWS

Russia's independent
television taken over

Police Log, from page 2
Suspicious Activity
• A JMU student reported a
suspicious person in the shower room ol Chandler Hall on
April 2 at 5:30 p.m.
The victim reportedly saw
the subject moving away
Irom the shower stall while
she showered.
The subject is described as
having brown hair, but the victim reportedly could not identity
the subject's gender.
Indecent Exposure
• An
unknown
person
reportedly exposed himsell
to a student who was
unloading a vehicle on April
4 at 10:09 p.m. in R2-lot
The subject was reportedly
described as a white, collegeaged male who was reportedly weanng running shorts, a
navy blue or black sweatshirt
and running shoes.
Harassment
• A JMU student reportedly
received
harassing
and
threatening phone messages on April 3 at 7:26 a.m.
The incident is reportedly
under investigation.
Underaged Consumption of
Alcohol
• Two JMU students were
judicially referred tor underaged consumption of alcohol
on April 6 at midnight in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 28: 80

College News
Dorm Room Delivery Nets Murder Charges For
Murray State Freshman
A Murray State University freshman was charged with murder after an
infant believed to be her newborn baby was found in her dorm room.
prosecutors said.
Angelita Turner, 19. has been held on $50,000 cash bond since Friday, March
30. after she apparently gave birth in her dorm room.
Police "received information she'd had a child but refused to acknowledge she'd
had one." prosecutor Randy Hutchens told the Associated Press. Hutchens
would not comment on the results of an autopsy performed on the infant.
Prosecutors believe that after Turner delivered the baby she entered a local hospital, which released her March 29. Social service officials later called university
officials to alert them ol her condition.
Turner has a toddler that currently lives with her grandmother.
Murray Universily is located in Murray. Ky., about 120 miles northwest
of Nashville

Students From Smoke-Free Dorms Less Likely To Light Up
Could high school counselors have been right' Does peer pressure work'
According to a recent Harvard School of Public Health study, students who live
in smoke-free dorms are 40 percent less likely to lake up smoking than their counterparts who live in unrestncted housing
The study, recently released in the American Journal ol Preventive Medicine,
examined 495 students at 101 different four-year colleges that offered smoke-lree
housing options.
These findings suggest that smoke-free dorms may help incoming college students who have not yet taken up smoking avoid tobacco addiction dunng college,"
Henry Wechsler, principal investigator of both studies and director of college alcohol sludies at Ihe Harvard School of Public Health, said. "While the difference in
smoking rates may be. in part, due to sell-selection by students into smoke-free
housing, these residences appear to be protective."
Only 10 percent of students who did not smoke before age 19 took up smoking
after living in a smoke-lree dorm, a smaller figure than the 16 7 percent thai began
after living in unrestricted housing. Among studenls who had smoked before age
19, housing type made no difference.
In a similar but different Harvard study, researchers found that while 81 percent
ol colleges prohibit smoking in public areas, only 27 percent prohibit smoking in
student dormilones

Coach Dismisses Exotic Dancer From Track Team

Want your
name on
this page...
You have two options:
1. The Police Log
2. A byline
Choose the latter and
write for news.
Call us at x6699

A female track and field star has been dismissed from California State UniversityFuilenon's track and field learn after refusing to give up her job as an exotc dancer
at an area night club.
Cal State-Fullerton Irack coach John Elders told sophomore Leilani Rios that
she could eilher quit dancing and remain on the team, or keep her job and turn m
her uniform. Rios. who credits her job with financing her college education, chose
the latter and saw no reason why she couldn't do both.
"I had to do what I felt was best not only lor the team and the program, but lor
Leilani as well," Elders said. He said Rios' decision to continue dancing would tarnish Ihe accomplishments ol her teammates and the university as a whole
"IIs my responsibility to protect the learns image." Elders said
In an interview the Daily Titan sludent newspaper. Rios reiterated that she had
done nothing wrong.
"I chose my job so I can afford to go to school." she said. "I don't like the lact thai
they can kick you off for no reason at all because that's not a right reason lo kick
somebody off the team"
Elders said thai he first heard of Rios' dancing after a group of CSUF baseball
players recognized her while she was performing. Word spread around campus,
and the entire track team knew before long.
Rios, who ran cross country as a freshman, said she is the first person in her
family lo go to college, and that she aspires to work in physical therapy.

—from wire reports

BY COLIN MCMAHON
whether the former KCiB officer who now
Chicago Tribune
runs the Kremlin will tolerate such dissent
For his part, Putin insists that the
On ,i day, when free-speech advocate!
battle
between Gazprom .ind Vladimir
were condemning a crushing Mow to
Russia's only independent national lelevi- Gusinsky, who founded NTV, is strictly
sion network. President Vladimir Putin a business matter The Kremlin says it
took lo the airwaves Tuesdav tor a State "I playfl no role.
A statement by leading NTV journalthe nation address that extolled the stabilists said: 'We understand that the ultiity he has brought to the country.
Putin's address before parliament mate goal ... is to impose full political conheld no surprises and few details. trol over us We do not doubt that
Even if il had, Ihe takeover of the NTV Vladimir Putin, as in the past, knows
network would have overshadowed about what is happening and bears
responsibility fur the consequences."
Putin's speech.
The battle over MTV speaks to some of
I laving declared itself in charge of \TV
despite earlier controversial court rulings, the very issues Putin addressed in his state
Russia's state-run gas monopoly, Gazprom, of the nation speech,
Russia i- struggling to create the rule oi
fired the network's management team
Tuesday and installed American banker law and a true free-market economy, Putin
pointed out. The courts an* neither indeBoris Jordan to run the station.
pendent nor credible.
The NTV staff
Business people are
said it would defy
often at the mercy of
the order, taking a
government bureaucue from Czech colleagues who waged
crats. Shareholders
fall victim to compaa high-profile strike
ny directors who
last year in Prague,
trample the law and
NTV reporters stood
behind the anchor
their rights.
Russia needs more
during the main
nomic
evening news and
remain
extremely
low.
«»
««* p»»tthe Russian word
tea I reform, Putin
SJid
for "protest" was
— Vladimir Putin
">
«rnthe
superimposed in red
Pre.idcmofRu-.Ma 'nisl °* investors ■'"
over the NTV logo.
home and abroad.
Other-wise,
the
Meanwhile,
police vans gath••
president said, capiered outside the
' '
tal will keep pourNTV studio. An officer told the ing out of the country and foreign
Reuters new agency he was there to investors will remain skittish.
"In 2000 the Russian economy demonmaintain public order."
Putin did not mention NTV or free- strated growth rates thai it had not known
dom of the press in his hour-long lor .ilmi>st 30 years," Putin said, referring
speech, locusing instead on economic lo a boost in gross domestic product last
issues. The closest he came was a line year of 7.7 percent. "Tax payments have
at the end: "Power in Russia should BOH n People at king last are being paid
work to make a renunciation of demo- their wages and pensions on time.
cratic freedoms impossible."
"But these successes ... can hardly satTo many, NTV has become a symbol of isfy us because the living standards of > it
the democratic freedoms that took root i/en. remain extremely Imv," he said. "We
during the Boris Yeltsin era In a nation still have serious risks, both economic and
where the vast majority of people get their social ones "
news from television, NTV is me only
Putin repeated the reform ideas he
influential broadcaster outside the h.is often talked about during his 15
Kremlin's direct command
months as president At the same time,
NTV has criticized Ihe war in he allowed himself some praise for
Chechnya, the popularity of which bringing (lability lo a nation tired of 10
helped propel Putin to the presidency years of political and economic
NTV has exposed corruption in govern* upheavals, tired of a cycle of "revolument and was especially sharp in its om ■ tionary excesses, and punishment."
erage of last year's Kursk submarine dls"It seems to me that it is time to say
aster. coverage that damaged Putin's (irmly that this cycle is over," he laid
approval ratings and made him angry,
[here will be neither a revolution nor a
To many Russians and Western counterrevolution. ... Stability is a boon
observers, the NTV case is a test of lor Kussi.i md its people."
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Tibetan politics discussed HoJo's to become
upperclass dorm

from TIBETAN, page 1

Tibetans and knows thai it takes years
and inches to gain ground."
The current Dalai Uma, who lied in
exile to India in 1959, is the spiritual and
political leader of the Tibetan people He
continues to lead the Tibetan government while in exile. He lives in I Tibetan
community in India and travels the
globe, trying to gain support and bring
worldwide attention to the problems
between China and Tibet.
This is the worst the relationship
has ever been between China and
Tibet," Tethong said. The Chinese
government is not being very reasonable, and the other nations of the
world are not putting the effort into
helping the Tibetan people. China has
claimed that they have modernized
Tibet. In some ways they have. They
have built ro.idsand airfields, but most
are for the use of the Chinese military
to keep control of the remaining
Tibetans living there," he said.
Many different tactics have been used
to try to force the Chinese government
to do something about the Tibetan situation, but they have all failed so far. Some
groups advocate boycotting of C Mm,
but Tethong said he does not agree with
this. "The market of China is too rich for
trade to be ignored, so other ways must
be created to help the Chinese better
undCfMand the situation of the Tibetan
people," he said.

Tethong said he doesn't agree with
China possibly hosting the 2008 Summer Olympics.
"When a nation misbehaves or has
misbehaved, they should be punished or
publicly shamed," he said.

-U
When a nation misbehaves or
has misbehaved, they should
be punished or
publicly shamed.
— TenzinN. Tethong

chair of the Commillee of Km for Tibet

99 —
"The Olympics are used by many
nations as tools of propaganda and bring
many rewards to those in charge of the
government. China by no means OWT\ r>
this honor." The International Olympics
Committee's vote on the location of the
2006 Olympics will be held in July
Tethong encouraged students to
become involved with JMU's Students
for a Free Tibet and other organizations
helping the plight of the Tibetan people.
"College students can have a
tremendous impact on world situations," he said, "fust look at the Viet-

nam War and the freedom of South
Africa. College students played central
roles in educating people on thoM ftltu
ations. You can educate Congress and
indirectly educate the world. It will
help the Tibetan people, but more, it
serves the modem world "
Students for a Free Tibet president
junior Rob Rixmann said Tethong
stressed that one of the most influential
groups on the Chinese government is
American students. Kixmann said
Tethong told him the Chinese government is paying attention to what shi
dents are doing.
Rixmann said Tethong wanted people
to understand "all the hard work that
thousands of people are doing for the
cause have not gone unnoticed and have
made a huge positive impact on the
Tibetan people and the situation in general in China."
Of Tethong's speech, Rixmann Mid,
"1 thought he did a good job of giving
an overview of what the situation in
Tibet is like."
Sophomore Olivia Zehringer said. I
thought the speech was very Inform*
live. I le didn't try to move the audience
with sad stories ... he just displayed the
facts of the situation. 1 le realizes th.it this
is a complicated problem and thtni AN
no easy solution-The Visiting Scholars Program and
Students for a Free Tibet sponsored
Tethong's speech.

Honor week events stress integrity
from HONOR, pa$e 1
members, and the Honor Council vice
pivsident Members of the hearing board
tn selected from the I lonor Council.
The board reviews the case and
speaks with the student and additional
witnesses. The board then determines if
the student is responsible for the violation and issues a penalty if necessary.
Penalties range from a failing grade on
the assignment to suspension from JMU
for ono comer ter
Sophomore Honor Council Vice President Kara Green said a number of events
will take place this week on campus in
order to promote awareness about the
Honor Code.
JMU President Linwood Rose will
speak in PC Ballroom at 7 p.m. Tuesday
about honor and academic integrity at
JMU, according to Green. His presentation will be followed by a question and
answer session. It is also a passport event.

and a reception will be held following the want more people to be educated about
what we actually do and the importance
presentation. Green said.
Wednesday, there will be a free show- of trust in the classroom and at JMU as
ing of the movie "School Ties" in ISAT a whole."
Junior Honor Council rcprvsent.iliv.'
room 159 at 7:30 p.m. to supplement
Honor Awareness Week's promotion of Anne Agnew said Honor Awareness
honor in an academic setting.
Week is "an opportunity for us [Honor
Green said Honor Council members Council] to educate people" about the
will be at booths on Warren patio as well as ! lonor Code.
"Ifs not as well-known as we'd like it
outside Warren post office all week to proto be," Agnew said.
vide information about honor awareness.
"We hope to at least get people to
There are approximately 106 members
Unfc .iiKHit academic integrity and what on the Honor Council. These include the
it means to them as students," Bromberg Honor Council president and vice presisaid. "A diploma is much more valuable dent, three student advisors selected by
if you know you have worked hard and the Honor Advisory Board, 50 faculty
achieved it fairly."
members, 40 undergraduate student rep
The Honor Council encourages stu- resentarives and 10 graduate student
dents to take an active role in remember- representatives. They are currently taking the principles that are most impor- ing applications for investigator.
tant to the university, Bromberg said.
For more information and for appttca"The Honor Code doesn't seem to be tions for the fall semester go to
more of a problem for students now www-jmu.edu/honor or visit the office
than in the past," Green said. "We just located in Wilson 113.

from HOfO'S, page 1
the rooms is going on now," he

said

The new hall will not have
RAs like most dorms. Instead
then1 will be a building manager, similar to the way Denton's
graduate apartments in downtown Harrisonburg are run.
According to McConnel, JMU
police will have jurisdiction
over the property and cadets
will be patrolling the area.
Each room will be fully
capable of supporting campus
Ethernet, phone and cable.
There will be a laundry facility
in the hall.
There will
be 70 rooms
66
available for
students to ... I probably
live in next

they would be interested in living in Rockingham Hall. Student housing decisions, will be
made according to priority
numbers.
"Hopefully, we can get
about 50 to 70 rooms to open
up on campus (with students
who want to live in Rockingham Hall), and that will take
care of the transfers who are
desperately looking to live on
campus," McConnel said. "We
are anticipating that it will fill
up pretty quickly."
Sophomore Nick Ward said,
"I would want to live there
because I would like a single
room with my own bathroom."
ORL also
rationed
Parents'
would consider Council
about let-

semes'tOTArl (living there), it would be nice ting t£

66dd"££ toparkoutsideofmydorm. «£*£
for
offices
and storage.

-TaraCrickerbereer |?m

"It will be
nice lor people who want their own
place," junior Jessica Guido
'..ml. "Hut I like to live with
people."
Students who have lived on
campus for at least one year
and want to return are eligible
to live in the hall, McConnel
said. Dinvtnr of the Office of
Admissions Michael Walsh
and OCX Director Kathy Sarver said they preferred that
transfers live there by choice,
so that they could live on campus and get familiar with JMU,
McConnel said.
"If it was an option and 1
M. - living on campus, 1 probably would consider [living
there], " junior Tara Crickenberger said. "It would be nice
to park outside of my dorm."
ORL sent an e-mail on
Wednesday to returning students, those who will be
returning to JMU after studying abroad, and semester-long
non-local internships to see if

^

junior Council
requested
that they
9?
not be able
to live there until they have
been on campus for a year.
According to McConnel,
right now to live on-campus
room and board is $1,466. To
live in Rockingham Hall, students will pay $1,866.
"It will help to offset all the
C08I8 |"f renovating], and there
will be no increase in on-campus room and board to pay for
the building" McConnel said.
Rockingham residents will
be permitted to have cars and
McConnel
sajd
he has
requested that Rockingham
residents be able to have commuter parking privileges
rather than resident, but that
remains to be determined.
Students interested in living
in Rockingham for the fall
semester cm . ontact ()RI ,it
568-HOME (4663), or check
ORL's
Web
site,
www.jmu.edu/reslife.
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Web site in trouble
over autopsy photos
Advertisers leave over NASCAR driver pics
SSI M>HN
Knight-Riddtr Tribunt
Amazonxom and another Wfcb
compam have pulled advertisemenla from the 1X-I and based
Web site ih.it potted autopsy
BY SI W MI

photographs

of

two

dead

NASCAR drivers.
The companies said the) wanted nothing to do with the Web sits
which has been virtual!) Inaccessible .ill week. Operator Michael
Unbe nld Wednesday thai visitors overloaded the site trying to
see pictures of Rodney (>rr .ind
Neil Bonnett, who died .it the
Daytoni irnvrrurional Speedway
in 1994.
Uribe continues to Seek at»ess
to recent autopsy photos ol
NASCAR great n.ii.- Earnhardt
•ttthoiigh he refuses t<> say
whether he would post those i k
rures online
A judge in Voiusw Count) has
sehetiuled a hearing toda) on
whether Uribe and the University
ol Florida's student newspaper
can argue tor m opportunity to see
the images.
A lexas-based company that
hosts Uribe*s site blocked access to
it heginning Friday, saying too
many people were trying t<> get in,
l ribesakf. I he volume of visitors
cloggeil up the company's giant
computer, called a server, that
stores his and other sites
Uribe said he didn't know
how many people had viewed
his site I~he I louston Kiscd Company, Advanced Web Creations,

and
its
parent
company,
Interli.int did not return e-mails

photos of Orr and Bonnett when

and phone calls Wednesda)

the --Lite's open moiiis i.m
i arnharcH i photos are sealed,
at the request of his widow, but the
(Manob amlrnd reached an agreement that allowed a medical
expert to Study them fbt CAM to
what caused the racer's head
injuries during the Feb. 18
Daytona 500 Dimng today's court
hearing, Uribe
and
the
™ lint c p t n d e n I

Regardless ol whether people
can sea the she, "Thafs not Bomething we wanted to be associated
With," AmatOrtXOm spokeswoman
Patty Smith said about the divi
sum to pull the ads
Uribe said his arrangement
with the company would have
paid him a percentage ol .ill
Amazon sales
that
came
though his site,
but that he hasn't been paid

u

anything Smith

anyoni could request them under

That's not something we SSu^u^
1W
wanted to he associated them
'^'P' >" to E
argue for

with.

declined
to
comment
on
that claim.
A
second
Web company
thai advertised
on Uribe's site. Commission
luiHtion, also terminated ItSagreement \\ ith Uribe Wednesday. In an
e-mail to Uribe, the company
called his site, "obscene."
IK- said he has been contacted
bj othei advertisers
Uribe said be was m talks with
another Web company to get his
site hack up and running .is BOOn
as toda) Me would not ktentU)
the new company.
Although a new law passed by
the I lorida I egislature re<
permission of a judge or thr family of a dead person to gain acOBSS
to autopsy photos, Unix- acquired

act ess, too.
They won't be

- Patlv Smith the only media

?5
and

the

groups in court.
The
First
Amendment
Foundation
Florida Society of

Newspaper Editors will ask Will
to let them contest his sealing of
Earnhardt's autopsy photos
They also want Will to declare
the new restrictions on autopsy
photos unconstitutional.
Jon Kaney, an attomey tor the
two groups, said a ruling on the
constitutional question would
ha\e no etteit on the Sentinel's
separate challenge to the law, tiled
in Broward County.
Instead, each ruling on the lawhelps pave a legal path to a decision by the Florida Supreme
Court, Kane) said.

^KeflCH Free brake inspection with this ad!
f Pflft lmporl
Oil + Filter change
296 E Washington St
Check all fluid levels
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
and tire pressure $19.95
(540)433-2102
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www. wrenchcraft.com
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Senate legislation aims
to protect U.S. from
Mad Cow Disease
Britain, Prance, Portugal, Germany,
Chicago Tribune
Spain and Ireland.
Some MX) people, mostly in Britain,
Sen. Dick Durbin said Wednesday he
has introduced legislation to protect the have died trom a variant of the disease
United States meat market (mm the passed on to humans, which in rum
spread of mad cow disease, which has destroys the brain
Under Durbin's bill, more detailed
contaminated overseas livestock and
threatened consumers and producers information on the type and origin of
imported meal would be provided to
worldwide
The ailment, which has not the public. The bill would also call for
appeared in the United States, "has the creation of a national task force to
grabbed the attention of the world," study methods to detect mad cow and
said Durbin, Dill., testifying before a related diseases to keep them out of the
Senate Commerce Committee hearing United States
Durbin, a member of
on America's food
the Senate Appropriasupply.
tions subcommittee on
Durbin said his legagriculture, said a cenislation
would
strengthen safeguards
tral
government
agency with jurisdicagainst imported meat
tion
over
food safety
products that may
carry mad cow discould better screen
I'.NV .is bovine spongipotentially
infected
meat products.
form encephalopathy,
or BSR, is commonly
Twelve agencies,
— Dick Durbin
known. The National
senator, D.-lll. including the Food and
Food Security and
Drug Administration,
Safety Act would
lood safely.
impose new methods
Durbin said the screento prohibit the use of infected meat in ing process would greatly improve with
.inim.il feed, where the disease is pre- out competition" among food agencies
sumably transported from infected to
Mad cow disease first emerged in
Britain in 1986. In 1989, the U.S.
healthy cattle.
"It is naive to believe that we can [X'partment of Agriculture banned the
more the serious food and livestock import of cattle and other beef products
threats facing Europe," Durbin said
from infected countries.
"Our food safety efforts must be effective
" I Tie likelihood of BSE in the United
from the farmyard to the dinner table "
State! is very low, but it's not zero," testt
More than 170,000 cases of mad con
...I'.'.,;:. ,■.,. \ lm-.loii,dBSE expert at the
disease have been reported in at least Virginia-Maryland Regional College of
i2 European countries, including veterinary Moi i
BY TERRY DEAN

iiOur food safety efforts
must be effective from
the farmyard to the
dinner table.
99-
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TopiC: What is your

favorite building on
campus and WIIV?
Tlie Health Center,
btanut whether 1
have a broken leg or
a heart attack, they
always diagnose it
as needing Sudafed
and Advil
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Mike Wu

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

sophomore, CIS
My
favorite
building is 1SAT,
because
you
goita love those
computer science
girls.

Pete Turner
freshman, kinesiology
Zane Showker,
because that's
where all the
good-looking boys

Tara Woodward
senior, marketing information systems
Health Sciences
building, because
that's where all
the cadavers are.

Randal Morris
senior, biology
D-hall, because I
like the waffle
machines.

Coalition not looking at big picture
The Forest Hills riots raised a few
points at the beginning of this
school year
First, it sparked an understanding
by the administration that something
wasn't quite right. It sparked community awareness of the effects of alcohol on large groups of students.
Placing student vs. authority conflicts aside, it was obvious that something needed to be done in the future
to prevent something like this from
occuring again.
It was announced in the April 5
edition of The Breeze that JMU President Linwood Rose called for the
Community Coalition on Alcohol
Abuse to meet and make recommendations on what should be done to
prevent another riot.
Ultimately, it was decided that
an on-campus event should be
planned to keep first-year students on campus their first weekend
at the university.
The community and administration
should be praised for its efforts in trying to prevent another episode. However this alternative may not be the
most effective or appealing alternative to students.
The fact remains that many firstyear students come to college with
aspirations of attending wild partial
and removing the parental leash that
they believe keeps them from having
a good time. After a week of orienta-

tion, even the most subdued freshman is sick of name games and
assessment tests and is ready to get
off campus for a little fun.
A coalition-sponsored event promoted to students by the university with carnival-type
games simply may not work to gain
the interest of students This sugges-

«
...many first-year students
come to college with
aspirations of attending
wild parties and removing
the parental leash...

99lion for fun comes from the ■..innplace thai encourages students to
attend all of the orientation events
characterized throughout the university as "corny." A university sugges
tion.will not phase the students
whose attention spans are drastically
decreased by the apparent workload
ahead of them.
Also, the Convocation Center may
not be the most inviting place to have
this event. New students are not like-
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The administration and the community need fO find .in umbrella lOlUHOfl
to give a reasonable alternative to all
potential party-goara during this time.

The coalition facie they need to
create a diversion to those who
they feel to be impressionable
newcomers to the university- This
may not be the most effective attitude, but if the coalition's idea is
going to work, it should have the
direction to appeal to freshmen and
target a larger area .it the same time.
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HOUCK

University morphing from the expected

Gayle Taylor

Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
New editor
New editor

ly to want to go out at night with
their |MU maps to locate a building
that is not all that easy to locate on
the Opposite tide of campus from resilience halls An area more central to
campus may be more satisfactory.
The coalition is forgetting that
freshmen are not the only ones
,ii risk Perhap* it is not simply
new students that should be targeted.
Off-campus students that are back for
their first weekend in llarrisonburg
after the summer break are likely
planning grand shindigs themselves.
I irst years are only going to know
from upperclassmeh where parties oil
campus are going to DC bccaUN it will
be the upperclassmen hosting them.
Another concern is the fu... that
some people who attend off-campus
parlies are not students at all. For Ihis
reason, it would be effective to find a
solution for non-students who want
to attend a social event.
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression.
— James Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The houK editorial reflect, the opinion of the edliorlil bond a • .hole, ind n not
necearartlr the opinion u( »ny individual naff member of tne Bi«a
Editorial Board:
Julie Sproe-e.
Am.nd.Cipp
Terrene. Nowlin
Editor
M.mpni Editor
Opinion Editor
Letter, to the editor ihonld be no more dun 500 word., column, ihould be
no mote dun 1C00 word., and both will be publUhed on . ip.ee ivi.lible
bam. They muK be delivered to TT. Br»«K by noon Tueriay or 5 p.m. Friday
Trie Brent reiervei the ti|ht to edit for clarity and .pace
The opinion, in thi. lection do not necenarily reflect the opinion of the
newapapet, thu waff, ot lamel Madlion Unlvtnlry.

I was never more excited
when I received my letter
from James Madison University in April 1997 confirming my acceptance as a
freshman in the fall. JMU
had been the only university
I had ever wished to attend,
and the relief that ran
through my body combined
with the euphoria of the
moment made me feel like 1
had attained something
worthwhile and significant
in my life. I was about to
enter a university rich in heritage with a clear vision and
purpose of what it provided
for its students — the best
education possible. Those
incredible feelings of euphoria have since subsided; they
have been replaced with feelings of disappointment,
anger and mistrust.
let's see ... freshman,
sophomore,
junior and
senior ... four years of college. But wait, when one
can't sign up for the classes
one needs to graduate
because they are full, one
becomes a "fifth year," a disheartening comparison we
must make with those students in Charlottesville. We
have the second highest per
student fees of any university in the stale, but it appears
those fees are not being targeted to the proper areas,
namely the hiring of more
professors and expanding
class offerings to ensure students can get the classes they
need to graduate on time. 1
know far too many people
who will nol graduate on
time because the classes they
need are full.
However, I have a pro-

really live. I can only assume
the university is afraid of the
prospect thai parents will
actually see through the
1.1vide and gain a more realistic view of the type of university they have sent their
children off to.
I also sleep well at night
with the warm feeling that
there is a parking attendant
suffering from insomnia
any
walking across campus tick
eting students at four in the
morning. "If you park there,
I will ticket your ass," said a
pleasant parking attendant
to me this
— semester 1
to spend 15 —CC
conced e
fewer seconds
r ic
t
,n line wh.ie ... feelings o) euphoria that ticketing needs to
purchasing
,
■
i
i • i
books at the have been replaced with occur; for
beginning of . ..
...
Instance,
each semester feelings of disappointment* people who
regularly
I sleep well at
pull into the
night knowanger and mistrust.
bus
lane
ing my hardand leave
earned
their cars in
tuition
money provides the univer- front of Zane Showker,
thereby
preventing
buses
sity with more elaborate
flower gardens. I urge par- from dropping people off,
ents to visit the campus the need to receive tk kets I low
week before graduation — ever, I do not condone the
no bright flowers, no mulch university's publishing of
around the trees or in the figures regarding the numgardens and dirt on the side- ber of tickets it has issued in
walks. Don't get me wrong; rhe Breeze. The university
our university boasts one of act omplishes nothing In
the more beautiful campuses doing this; it only angers the
in the nation, but it escapes student body that alltad)
me as to how the university believes the university is out
can metamorphose and to write the maximum numbecome entirely spotless in ber of tickets possible.
just one week, like the family
In choosing which unithat is afraid of the surly versity 1 would attend, 1 vis
grandmother and quickly ited other colleges, other
picks up the house before she universities I Visited the
comes over to ensure she University of Virginia snd
doesn't find out how they lelt before the tour ended. I
posal. If people cannot enroll
in required courses thus
making them graduate a
semester behind because
professors are too scarce, that
extra semester's tuition and
fees should be shouldered by
the university for its inability
to provide students with one
of their most imperative
rights — having the opportunity to graduate in four years.
The primary focus of
institution of higher
learning is academics, not
the construction of newer,
grander bookstores that will
allow students

did not apply because 1 had
no desire to be associated
with those types of personal
itieaand become another statistic at "Mr Kherson's UnJversit)
A
shitt
has
occurred, and I deeply fear
this university has lost its
sense ol self, if has attempted to plav catch-up with
UVa. It has forgotten the amimportant value it once prided Itself on — having the
small college (eel Shifting

these values has created i
new tragic paradigm the
university has steamrolled
on with expansion. Growth
has the potential to make
everyone better otf if it is
controlled and targeted at
tin- right areas. This university has tragically lost its
greatest attribute, that of a
large university with the
small college feel.
Regretfully,' I can no
longer
recommend
prospective students
to apply here to JMU. All the
reasons I applied here have
since vanished, and I feel a
sense of sorrow tor incoming students who will have
no knowledge as to how
great |\1L was m years past
I can only look forward to

the phone calls on May ft I
H ill receive trom the Alumni
ASS0< lation asking tor donations now that I am an alum
nus of the university with
the most Immaculate park
Ing deck the world has evei
seen

Adorn C. Houck is 'i $enkn
economics ntofor
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Darts
and
Pats
Darts & Pats are submitted

anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are
based upon one person v opinion of a
given situation, person or event and
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

OPINION

Pat...
A thanks-for-not-tuming-me-in pal lo the kind person who caught me on the Quad in my birthday suit on
my birthday.
Sent in by a grateful senior whose parents would kill
her if they knew she was drunk enough lo pretend it was
Mardi Cras in the Burg late last Wednesday night.

Dart...
A "you-obviously-are-an-ignorant-jcrk" dart to the
man in the van that yelled "accidents' to the crowd of
JMU students who participated in the AIDS Walk on
Saturday, suggesting that you can only contract AIDS
due to your own stupidity.
Sent in by a freshman who thinks you need to do a little more research and learn that AIDS can be passed lo
children fmm mothers who have AIDS ana through
blood transfusions.

Pat...
A "lhanks-for-making-my-night" pat to the two
goons that decided to stage a 30-second light saber fight
during the 9:30 p.m. showing of Bounce on Friday night
at Grafton-Stovall.
Sent in by your RA who can't believe he didn 't get
personal growth programming credit for your little show
that made Bounce so much more enjoyable.

Dart...

Dart...
A "thanks-a-lot-jcrk" dart to the idiots who set off
smoke bombs in OUT hall and sent us outside at 3:30 a.m.
The people with asthma really appreciated it.
From the people who believe you desen I a m jfl kick
in the butt and couldn i wait to wake up in three hours
for class.

Pat...
A "that-was-too-much-AiD" pat to the freshman

ladies from Eagle who made for a very fun and corrupt night, with their daring stories and dancing last
Saturday night
Sent in hy three juniors who wont you to know that
you are hut and that going 00 to random apartments is
nothing compared to Maying in tor tome domestic enjoyment \\e <l love u do a again

Dart...
A "think-of-the-students" dart to the search committee and administration for once again conducting a predetermined and prejudiced search for the CISAT dean.
I'mm a very COW < rued faculty member who thinks
sour hiring practices, mist and present, demonstrate
sour "commitment" to bringing "new IIIIHHI" to JWU.

Pat...

A "why-don't-you-take-a-driver-improvement-course" dart to the jerk who ran into my
favorite professor.
Sent in by a student who knows that students are
worth a lot more points that faculty members.

A "thanks-lor-scnding-mc-on-my-way" pat to wonderful music students, me Overtones and Note-Oricty
who helped me raise over $200 for the Avon three day
walk for breast cancer research.
From a faculty member who is pleased that ibis sum
is likely to put her over m\ goal and thanks sou SO much
tor your genemsity and support

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-get-good-Samaritan-of-the-year" pat to
Jamie, the girl who found my palm pilot last Thursday in
Zane Showker and held it for me when I left if in a hurry
to take my lest.
Fmm a student who thinks you represent Showker
well by proving that there are still some honest citizens
out then1 and who appreciates you taking a lot of stress
out of his day.

A "where-did-you-leam-to-rcad-an-X-ray" dart to
the worker at a certain health facility who let our friend
hobble around with a broken knee for two weeks,
Sent in by two angry girls who hope their friend's
surgery goes well despite your negligence.

Email darts and pats to breezedp@hoimail.com

Student voices won't be silenced.
Meeting Tuesday night at 7 in The Breeze office.
Tell us your ideas for this semester's last issue. 568-6709.
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BRIAN SHREFFLER

Student gives commentary on SGA election woes
First off. I'd like lo offer my congratulations to Adam Jones or David Mills,
whoever has won the runoff for SGA
president at the time this article is published
I hope you do well in your new post.
More importantly, 1 would like lo congTBtulate The Breeze editorial board for identifying
in the April 2 edition of The Breeze the inherent lunacy behind our campus voter turnout
of under 15 percent — a pathetic showing
given the amount of whining heard at regular
intervals about the poor quality of the
Gen.Ed. classes, sports programs being cut
and the allocation of a small amount of student fees for Turf. None of these concerns can
be solved by the SGA waving a magic wand.
On the other hand, though, it doesn't hurt to
have effective leadership representing us to
the administration. If that ever happen1., then
maybe the viewpoint of a student body
majority might be heard over the mindless
prattling of a few fringe groups and confused
administration officials.
But before I get too high up on my soapbox, I will admit that I am no model for student involvement. I have attended this school
lor three years and this wu the flrol yen I
voted in an SGA election. The only reason tor
my enlivened sense of campus civic engagement is because my friend, Stephen Davis,

was running for president, and I helped
design flyers for his campaign
Due to campaign violations, however,
Steve was not permitted to appear on the ballot as a candidate. Although he received 6
percent of the vote (that's better than Nader)
due to his write-in votes, after the election
committee's decision to remove his name
from the ballot, he really didn't have a shot.
I will not expend much space or energy
arguing the error of Steve's removal from the
ballot. Although I disagree with the severity
ol the election committee's decision, the rules
were technically broken.
No, there were no foreign donations channeled through Students for a Free Tibet. There
were no break-ins at the Ho )o's for the purpose of political espionage. Steve's violation
stemmed from the fact that he sent e-mails to
JMU groups requesting meetings with them
to discuss his candidacy, which was legal. He
also attached his campaign platform to those
e-mails, which was illegal, thus beginning his
campaign two days before the official starting
time Readers can decide for themselves
whether his subsequent disqualification was
lair or not.
In any case, these recent events have
heightened my awareness ot striOUS problems with JMU's election process, most

notably the lack of logic behind confining the
campaign season to only the week prior to
Election Day. For emphasis, I will say that
again: This year, candidates were only
allowed to campaign one week prior to the
election. This is ridiculous.
I can't help but believe that more students
would vote if they were given a good reason to
vote. You ask, "Didn't you already name important reasons to vote?" I sure did. But we must
remember that the average |MU student, as well
as our generation, has the attention span of a
gnat On this campus, we seem to care intensely
if someone suggests we get rid of fencing or if
someone has the audacity to express himself by
burning a flag, but only some of us, and only for
about 24 hours. Then it's time to find two
strong-armed friends that can count to 10 and
hold our legs up for a keg stand.
But lest I be accused of lumping people
into groups and thus provoking a "Stop the
Lumping March" in my honor, I will say that
there are many students on this campus that
do not think this way. The largest contingency
of these students are in the SGA.
The incredibly short time allowed for
campaigning is unfair to these students
and the JMU student body as a whole.
One week is nowhere near enough time for
students to develop proper awareness about

important issues, the candidates, their positions on those issues, the differences between
them and, most importantly, why we should
even care about who gets elected. In essence:
What is at stake.
There should be speeches, rallies and
debates — something to capture our collective
imagination about what could and should be
done to make this school a better place.
Instead, all we get are a few flyers posted
around campus with basically the same premise: I will represent you. Great! Show me to
the nearest ballot box! Oh, wait. I have to
walk up the hill to the commons? Screw that!
Cynical as I am, I doubt that we could
ever get a majority of JMU students to
vote in the SGA elections, no matter how
much more awareness is added into the mix. A
voter turnout of 15 percent is far too low, and
we must find ways to increase it Until we do,
the SGA isn't really representing anyone.
The Breeze was correct to point out the problem with voter apathy at JMU. Unfortunately,
the causes aren't getting much attention.
Brian Shreffler is a junior SMAD major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student rebuts attack
on Breeze funding
To the Editor:
I was wondering if the article, "Breeze
funding in question over Turf," was some
kind of belated practical joke? S
investigation to decide if funding to 17K
Breeze should be cut, — the idea just sounds
far-fetched. The breeze is not only an awardwinning paper, but also one of my main
sources of information about events happening around campus.
I'm not going IO talk about censorship,
because that's a tired argument that anyone
could raise, but I would like to look at level
al of Chuck Cunningham's arguments for
cutting funds to The Breeze posed in the article, found in the April 2 issue of The Breeze.

First ot all, there is the issue ot monev —
S36.000 in ~tud.nl fees spent on The Breeze.
Next year each student at JMU will pay
$2,508 in student fees, according to The
Brtta, April 2, 2001. Undergraduate students (13,824) generate approximatelv
S34.h70.592 dollars in student fees for the
Board of Visitors to divvy up. The money
spent on The Breeze makes up only 0.1 percent of these student fees.
Personally, I don't know where a lot of
the money I pay in student fees is going, and
I don't really care either, because for the
most part, I'm pretty happy with the quality
of life and the services provided here at
JMU. For the individual student, only $2.51
of their student fees are going towards The
Breeze; with approximately 50 issues of The

STATE OF THE ART SUNCHASE

0

Itate of the
Art Apartments

B

BnMlfl created each year, students are contributing only five cents per issue. Funding
for The Breeze is so miniscule that to push for
this investigation couldn't possibly be about
students involuntarily funding The Breeze.
Since The Breeze is a newspaper created by
JMU students for JMU students and not the
Harrisonburg community, I'm left wondering why I should I have to involuntarily
fund the free distribution of my university's
newspaper to local stores and restaurants?
If students paid individually for each
copy of The Breeze, that wouldn't really
resolve arguments of The Breeze tarnishing
JMU's image. What I think would happen to
remedy the success of free enterprise is that
the paper would be prohibited from being
distributed on it's current scale, creating a

situation where all students wouldn't have
access to The Breeze.
The issue at hand isn't funding or school
image or economics or even government
control over the media, it's about one thing:
smut. The Breeze is produced for the students
of JMU, most of whom are over the age of 18,
old enough to legally smoke and see R-rated
movies. Turf may be risque^ but I doubt that
it's the worst filth that students at JMU have
ever read. 1 hope that if the investigation
does go before the Board of Visitors that they
decide to leave things alone, so I may decide
for myself what I choose to read and not to
read.
Robert Davenport
junior, management

HOW LUCKY R U?

Got $2.00?

ate of the
Art Clubhouse

DOLL

24-HR. BUSINESS/FITNESS FACILITY•4 BEDROOM 4 HUGE BATHROOMS
ULTRA-MODERN THEATER SYSTEM*
•MODERN APPLIANCES
•SPACIOUS KITCHENS
v K A k /
OLYMPIC SIZE POOL*
•CEILING FANS
^SNVL'
TENNIS COURTPOOL TABLES'
•FURNISHED

V
#

D
QBE

'WWMKEM 442-

s
•B00K&B

WIN A DELL
COMPUTER!
The 2001 Senior Class Challenge proudly supports
Dell through the JMU Computer Program
at the JMU Bookstore.
Enter the Senior Class Challenge raffle on these days and locations:
Monday, April 9

Commons

10:00am to 2:00pm

Tuesday, April 10

Showker

11:00am to 2:00pm

Wednesday, April 11

UREC

4:00pm to 7:00pm

Thursday, April 12

Mr. Chips

11:00am to 1:00pm

Thursday, April 12

ISAT

11:00 am to 2:00pm

Raffle open to all JMU students. Drawing to be held April 26, 2001.
Call x3174 for more info.
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OPINION

CINDY GREENBERG

FROM THE WIRE

Student looks at cheating reality beyond first grade
For the first 15 years of my academic
haled cheaters, those >;ood*fornothing idiots. I Hey would do everything they could tor ,1 desirable >;rade. save for
actually studying.
it started earl) and modestly with the nirl
grade who would lean ru-r head slight'
|y to the left where mj desk was, so that she
could COD) im answer to .1 question about
dinosaurs I was a nerd, so i covered my paper
and said, "YOU go to SChOOl tO learn, not to
In tenth grade, that lame glri was in my
biolog) lab, and we were drawing diagrams of
itsanddicots tit course, the girl hadn't
■ homework, so she resorted to flirting
with the boyi in mv lah group in return for
iup's diagram. I was
still a nerd so instead ol letting her copy the
diagram, I created a fake one called a "tricot"
(which doesn't exist), and reveled in watching
her fail the assignment As the years have progrossed, I've witnessed an increased amount of
cheating and a new and improved buffet of
icademic dishonesty. A [anuary New York
education feature reports the results ot
student surveys on cheating from the 1950s
until the pre-,nt

1 he results indicate that

since the 1950s, ^ heating is on the up and up.
\ few years ago, [ulane's business school
mp.int academic fraud

In addition to the fraternities and
sororities hoarding professors' copies ot old

tests, students can copy essiys off the Internet room during exams (w here someone's copy of selling techniques.
and hire services to write essays for them.
I notes are kept) Almost anvone who
In these technology-infused times, the aca
Many math, economics and business exami owns ,1 Texas Instruments calculator plays demic arena is facing a Napsteresque crisis.
Since cheating and other forms of academic
require graphing calculators. Well, the nice plug and chug during tests Greek organizafolks at Texas Instruments have blessed the II
tions have access to their famous test files, "dishonesty" are so widespread, maybe stu82 and TI-83 models with word-processing which allow members to acquire advance dents' shortcuts shouldn't be branded with the
capabilities. All the student has to do is create copies ot some of the less zealous professors' epithet cheating. It seems that what could once
a program, plug in the lecture notes and never exams, i he not-as-clevei 01 not-as-Greek be considered academic dishonesty is now a
worry about memorizing the information.
resort to talking to students in earlier sections rather efficient, socially accepted use of mental
So does it bother me that everyone cheats about a later section's exam. Once or twice. resources. The golden age of the honor code is
and no one learns1
\ student can get
over. The culture of cheating has exploded,
Not anymore.
away with taking sick toand the only way to combat the problem is to
A bare bones understanding
get extra time to study ( reate a counter-culture in which the nature of
of cheating entails the reef
tor .in exam. Even the the work renders cheating impossible.
... students can copy
Izatton that to cheat means
lazy can use someone Professors could better spend their time pubto achieve a socially acceptable
cssaws off the Internet eK,- ., lecture notes lishing essays or brainstorming more creative
goal through what may be considInstead Ol attending assignments instead of becoming experts in
i. I.)S>
\|SS
ered generally unaccepted means.
the fine art of preventing shortcuts or wristand hire services to
he media circus that slapping those who take them. If teachers want
But it seems that the only people
s Napster parallels to cross cheating off their list of reservations
who find cheating to be Objection
write essays for them.
the academic dis- about working in education, they need to creable are the professors and a few
honesty
issue to an .ite a situation in which students can't or don't
idealistic, righteous students.
extent. Everyone who want to cheat.
Almost every student has
uses Napster is a cheater. The cheating influx acts as a statement to
admitted to cheating at least once.
1 ach user can listen to
The list of methods is so long that
the academic community that today's
most have probably found a match sometime music for which he or she hasn't paid. Yes. the
students require a brand of education in
courts
are
trying
to
shut down Napster, but which the teacher needs to work just as hard at
during their education. A student can copy
similar service! will always be available to
homework or pay a fellow student or even a dole out the free music, and the public will teaching as the student works at learning.
Service tO write a paper. Some students continue to take advantage ol these services.
become afflicted with "wandering eyes synMan) have argued that since there is no fail- Cindy Greenberg is a sophomore at Tulane
drome" during exams. The bolder use cheat* sate way to prevent "stealing" from record University.
sheets. The more timid develop .1 severe case companies, the music business needs to
of diarrhea and excuse themselves to the bath- become more Creative in its marketing and

Ts
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got an opinion?
just annoyed?
finally satisfied?

tell the world
... or at least the campus, nowlintd or x3846

Give Your Pet the Best!
^r
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming

Wh_y eat out when you can order in?
Order your .graduation platters from
Z//'
Brook Ivns, the best delicatessen in the 'Burg!

433-VETS
18387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Get a 10% discount if you order by 4/15/01
2035-51 E. Market St.

$tftoJfy,

56 E.Wolfe St.

433-4090

Next to the ABC store

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
Buy One Sandwich for »2.09

D-iwnlown: 4^W)17

Delicate
Delicatessen

| "a unique and exciting store"

Get Second One FREE

A TOUCH

c v pi ii--. 4 ISOl

OF THE

Graduation Celebration!
Call us to fill_your M
catering needs
Come Down /:

inment
Huge Sandwich Menu
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25

Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95
Vtegroron DohesAvjjW*
EwyW

WhWlStadi

Sold b/oox or 1/2 do*
(eat fi only)
EwYdyfo * Sui &» »» W » bj
SunkyBnndilli.il-3 pm
C..i,>*li

EARTH
Spring is in the air! Stop by
and check out our new selection of
SCARVES, PURSES, SARONGS, AND JEWELRY!
4^2-1X94 for hours and information

163 South Main Street

Tapestries

•

Drums

Thousands ol hours reading, hundreds ol gallons ol coffee, countless
papers, way loo many exams, and your diploma is finally in sight. Can we
ask one little question...

WHAT

-~

now?

Interested in public policy, government, international commerce.
regional development, or transportation policy? Consider studying in

one of our master's programs with the nation's most respected
scholars at one of the leading public policy institutions in the nation.
Visit the School ol Public Policy web site for more information, to
download a agraduate application, or check out dates of upcoming
information sessions.
Graduate Admissions. School of Public Policy
Ptionc 1)031 913 3183 »Email tonagmu eflu • Wan-. intp:/)p«c» gnu ttu

George Mason University
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Check it out
Did you know The Breeze has an online poll?
You don't have to write an 800 word column
to voice your opinion!

h t t p : / f t h
YMCA of Greater Richmond
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities

. o r g

b r e

Practice makes
perfect.
L111 mmli ^nmyWA
LSAT

Help shape .1 life with
SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT
The Shady Grove Family YMCA is looking for staff
to work in our summer camp programs.
Sessions include Kinder-Camp, Summer Child Care,
Camp Rockville, and Adventure Camp
Send Resume to: SG YMCA Ann: Summer Camp
11255 Nuckols Road, Glen Allen, VA 25059

Classes Starting Soon!
KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

" Test names are registered trademarks ol their respective owners

VI

\

MAi^^^ET
BAR & GRILL
11V£C0UEGL"R0CK 7\T7\DiSCOUM7!

REIIREMENI

INSURANCE

M.loAllUNOS

THUSI SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder ■*
why you didn't do it sooner.

iffataV

The Groove Holmes Band
w/ Guest Superbout
85.00 WITH STUDENT ID.

One of the Iattest ways to buW a retirement nest egg

IT'S EASV ID SAVE MORE THROUGH

is through tai-deferred Supplemental Retirement

THE POWER OF TAXOEFEFtDAl

Annuities ISRAsI from TIAA-CREF

Your funds are aulomaucaly deducted from youi pay

WED 7\PRiL 11TK

SI02.06R

check, so its easy to owld income to supplement youi

(67,514

pension and Social Secuiity* Especially since youi SRA

■ «... .mi

.

contiibutions grow undinwwshed by lanes until you
S4I.21I

withdraw the funds

til.ill

THE "RETURN OF NATIONAL
"ROOTS "ROCK SENSATION

And you may even be able to borrow funds against youi
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Your mission this year, it you choose to accept it, is to amass a
small fortune. II you already have a small fortune, amass a big one. Your charms are
dazzling in April, as you well know. Don't get distracted from your main theme, which
is money. Learn the rules of the game in May. Learn the tricks of the trade in June. Get
support from family in July. Let somebody love you in August, but don't overspend on
romance. If you can stay focused until November, you'll make a bundle! Don't spend it
all on travel in December, or on a good cause in February.
Daily rating: 10 is th* easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 6 — You'd much rather
. spend the day in fantasy than
* reality, but that's not a good idea.
You'll profit more by doing what's
needed, even if you don't feel like it.
How much self-discipline do you have?

Aries (March 21-April 19)
^
Today is a 7 — You may be feel^^^■/ ing stressed financially This
1W7 dcx'Mi t necessarily mean you
don't have enough; you may just
want more — for toys.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 — True, you're pow^
crful. You may need every bit of
power you can generate. The pace
you've set is so intense, it would
quickly wear out a lesser mortal.
Even you may be pooped by the time
this day is through.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^—I Don't let somebody else's lack of
J^hAfort-H^ht -end you into ,i tizzy.
^^TP YOU don t need to develop .in ulcer
™ over something that isn't your
fault. Even if it is your fault, relax.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 — Get your friends
* to help you with a big project.
Together, you'll have it done in
h
no time at all. If you go out
tonight to celebrate, don't stay out late.
You don't want to make tomorrow even
more difficult.

&

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)Today is a 6 — You're a bold, out*
fc ^y tmnt sort of person — most of the
*W^j time. Right now. however, you'd
"
be wise to hold back. Although
you're anxious to proceed, odds arc good
you're overlooking something. Check
your calculations one more time.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 — A dream may be
\ out of reach, but love should be
'closeat hand. Wi'rr piling the
better part of the deal. Love close
at hand is worth at least two or three
dreams.
Leo(July23-Aug.22>
^ -v Today is a 6 — You're rarin' to go,
Q*
but you're dra^giny; an anchor.
^^^ Distant horizons beckon, but
there's work to be done at home.
You think you re miserable now? Just
imagine how you'll feel on Wednesday if
the job isn't done by then Hustle!
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* ^^ Today is a 6 — If everybody
>^R| would just leave you alone M»
iA}^ that you could concentrate,
^^^" you'd be fine. But, no, they have
to bug you with their incessant question
ing. Maybe you could get some peace
and quiet if you locked yourself in the
bathroom. It's worth a try.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 — If you and your
^ friends could hang out all day,
r&m\ doing whatever you felt like, you
would be a happy camper. Yeah,
camping. That would be perfect! But it's
unlikely to happen — not today, anyway.
Console yourselves with plans for
the future.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
An idea you want to try may not
[■ go over big with the boss — at
least not yet — so don't even talk
' about it while it's still in the
formative stage. Make your presentation
later, when you really know what you're
talking about.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
_^
True love awaits, but it's tantaliz#T^fc ingly out of reach. Part of your
^^*r problem could be that it's
Monday, and you have to go
to work.
—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
On the waves
Plebiscite
Puccini opera
Son of Leah
Saharan
Sharif and Epps
Sailboats with
three hulls
Revise charts
Not at home
Sediment
Scatters
randomly
Broadway hits
Scads
Pea capsule
Atlas' seven
daughters
Jack ot the
nursery rhyme
Land of the dead
Snacked
Spherical
vegetable
Copy
_ sequitur
Container with a
tap
Central parts of
churches
Exhausted
Women's
sleep wear
That woman
Resistance units
Himalayan
climbers
Mesas
Ochs or Collins
Ms. Tarbell

57 Baker or Loos
58 Heaths
60
61
62
63
64
65

Equestrian
Comic Meara
Club fees
Water vapor
Poor grades
Nimble

DOWN
1 Countertenors
2 Blood
constituent
3 Madonna role
4 Objective
5 Diverse
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6 Face-to-face
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7 Color shade
8 Asner and
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Sullivan
s H E R L 0 C K
9 Hawksbill's
E
f u
carapace
10 Sicilian code of c s A G E
silence
H b 1 A L 1 A T
11 Ditto
s F 1 F
12 Bird's crop
L
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13 Small vipers
A
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18 Moral support
M A H 1 o
22 Ice fall
24 Health resort
0 s f1 s 0 N
25 Robert and Alan F 0 u L
A R K
27 Noggins
A N T
v A 28 Laertes or
D E E s
L E
Hamlet, e.g.
29 Winchester's
rival
43 Part of rpm
30 Dispatched
45 Drink choice
31 Rotated rapidly
46 Former English
32 Gilpin of "Frasier"
counties
33 Tolled
48 Glinted
34 Bee colonies
49 Cover girl
38 Disfigures
50 European viper
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Pert
Obstacles
Military group
Ocean motion
Com concoction
Loony
Commercial bits
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©lde Mill Village
FREE ETHERNET,
PHONE AND CABLE!!
SOME FULL UNITS ARE STILL AVAILABLE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering FREE ethernet, phone and
cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Pet leases available!
£

£

£

£

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

j£

}£

j£ j£

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
■ Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
Well lit parking areas and walkways.
1
Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
1
No sliding patio doors.
1
Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.
1

A
DVANTAGF. REALTY

Mi

ANACEMKNI'liKPUr

(540)432-9502

■•■-J- www.oldemlllvillage.com
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MACRoCk mixes it up with showcases around the 'Burg
Story by senior writer Jen Bonds
It's lli.it turn- ot tin' v.'.ir again I he
spring weather in tin' Hurg may have been a reason why so many people were out end about this
weekend, but WXjM's MA< Ro( k festival may
have lltO had something to do w ith it. With live
different venuea around town. independent nKk
Ian1- from Virginia and points beyond partook in
a plethora of shows to satisfy .til parts of the
musical palette
While Harriaonbufg's JMU population
out) eem t»» be ■ mecca for everything
Abercromhie & Pitch and |ivp (,rand Cherokee,

the MACKoCk festival brought out an eclectic
* towd 1 he scene waa
marked In multiple
fat i.iI piercings,
mked epidermis
COOl hair and
enough pairs of
( buck (avion to outtn the NBA dia
1964. Bui it was all
i
for the musk.
After Friday's
hellish registration period in
Warren Hall,
people were
ready to hit PC
Ballroom's
show aae featuring favorites
like SHI. (sale
and Darkest
Hour. Despite
initial disappointment that
Dillinger Escape
Plan would not be
gi.n Iflg the

Story by staff writer John Nobile
the last minute, those m attendance eii^ned the
other bands.
'There are so manv good bands in town,
I'm having trouble figuring out how I'm going to
catdl all the ones I want lo see,' tormer JMU student Peter llammel said. "Darkest Hour ['laved ,u\
intense slum, so I'm glad I Stuck around 'or that."
further Downtown, people were also al
l ioodtimes MI<.\ the t ourt Square I healer cluvkuig out the likes ot l.ngme Down, A Rookd Sent
tn You, Sorry About Dresden. Blueline Medic, Q
and Not I and Burning Airlines
At GOAKItimes. Harrisonbura looted
band I iiv'.ine Down took lo the Stags and when
they left they took most ot the crowd with them.
Senior Valerie Brown said she was "blownaway
with Engine Dow n I he) were so polished and
JUS) phenomenal. I heir intro musk was reallv

attention-grabbing
Engine Down was openly received bj
the crowd mixing new and old material with
heavy guitars. However, the) left out the vocal
concentrations once shared by solely one singer.
While it may have been good times
indoors, about 100 people waiting outside the
venue around midnight could onlv catch the
shows from the sidewalk. The line trailing
through the parking lot was due to Good tunes

management i concerns with capacity.
i was disappointed to be left
outside because m\ sister came down from D.C.
to see this parrk ular showcase and we louldn't
get in," junior Aleda Kautunan said. "Although
that didn't Work out. I got to see Ann Uerelta, the
Impossibles and t eve in. who were Incredible
Senior I isa ( olon said MACRoCk Was
worth it despite the unexpe. ted events Tven
though there are problems evei t year with
\1A< Ro< k WXJM stills succeeds at bringing
good miisu and a run scene to Harrisonburg

*

It audience attendeiue is the measure
ot ,i lUCCSSSrul concert, one OMlld sav that the
MACRoCk ja/.z showcase was unsuccessful
I lowever, this was not the case at C.ilhoun's
I nil,n night as the |.i// gTOUpS played to a
small but enthused crowd.
The lack ot turnout may have been due
to the low smounl ot pubttcrh ins shnwrasti
< i ' Tnecoreol IhscoraerBncahastradi*
tioiuiiv targeted progressiverooV* MACRoCk
ttafl member; senior Mats Marsh said
With a handful of other shows going
on al Artful Dodger, (lOOdtimSS and the I ittle

Grill, it seems |sz2 lost out The evening's
musk was not hurt terribly, however
I usi on the lineup was |ML |azt
combo, til*' Snni Wilson Quartet, featuring
Wilson, a senior, OH guitar, senior D.m Roberts
on keyboardi senior Robbie Byers on drums
and sophomon Adam I lopkins on bass,
Overafl the quartet had S delicate tone, typical
ot most J.ISSK.II |,i// groups.

*Wi try snd focus on ■> t**t oi okkn

tradition.il fats sounds." Wilson said, "but we
like to bring In originals and some more

modem num «
Tunes remained somewhat
reserved, while the addition ol l\ll
faculty member David Pope, M\ assistant professor ot saxophone on lenoi
and soprano SSXCS brought the energy
ot the group to new levels Melodies
Ivtween I'ope, Wilson and Roberts
were tight throughout the set
It s really humbling,"
said Wilson oi playing with Pope
and JMI' Musicologlsl David
Borgo, who was unabis to play
Friday night but sometimes
accompanies the quartet
Ihej re
such nice guys and such great
players, and the) bring In their

f

own tunes to play, too," Wilson said.
During the last tune. Roberts own
Hendersorvesque,' group improvisation hit a
high point with Wilson, Pope and Roberts
conversing through their instruments In .< call
and response manner. Wilson and Roberts
nave established quite a musical repertoire,
pla) Ing most I rtdaj nights .it Quhoun's snd
mdnesdays al Dave's tavema.
The nevt group in the |.i// show
was the |\ll |.i// Band, S conglomeration ot
brass w ith the volume ot a herd ei elephants
Tope conducted the band, leading the ele
phants m song
l he fszx Band's sound was ample,
tilling the room to capacity. I unes ranged
from typical big-band |azz arrangements to a
traditional Nordil composition toa lunk\ rendition ot Herbie I lancoi k*s 'Wiggle We .

fne) seem ver) sophisticated toi
their BfU "pmior Ale\ Nolbom said " I his
sffJAZZW.pagclb
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Fresh off the reel
Film festival flaunts student creativity
BYBECCAWORTHIM.MS

\l I1KIY VUHlll uii.ir p^iiKftuphfr
Junior Jason Thompson and junior Sara Blindauer in "Three Dead Bodies Lying on the Ground" at
Theatre II.

Uncovering Three Dead Bodies'
Unconventionality characterizes Theatre II 's multimedia play 'Three Dead Bodies Lying on the Ground'
Hi

KM Mm I
I'II// writer

Think Hi everything vou know
■bout theater, Now forget it
became n ret I lead Bodies I ving
on the Ground" will def) am pre
sumplions you once held about
how ,i pl.n should work

The new multi-media play
opera .ii Theatre II on Wednesday,
April 11.
In hi1-dinvton.il debut, sophomore Ryan Mullig.in fbllowi his
own rules and advises viewers
not to come expei ting to see an\
thing close to a conventional pla)
'"Three Dead Bodies' is more an
unleashing ol self-expression
than .i ston Ifs .1 collage,''
Mulligan said

1 look .ibout 70 different
■Ouron (TV, radio, all the books in
my bookshelf) and (turned them|
into something I found visually
appealing"
The performance is a composition of different media and
how they shape Mulligan's perception of the world. Mulligan
said the ideas presented in the
show come from books such as
the Bible, "Brave New World,"
"Introduction to Chemistry,'
work- by Jack Kcrouac and others. As (or his television motivation Mulligan simply sat down
In trail of his TV wilh a typewriter and typed words .is lie
heard them come off the screen
I guess vou could call it a

post modern
performance,"
Mulligan said.
This is Mulligan's first time
working in the theater. He says
he is a painter, but was looking
(or ,1 different way to express
himself.
According to Mulligan, the
show's unconventionality caused a bit of turmoil among officials in the )MU theatre department. Due to the chaotic style of
the script and the copyright
issues that go along with using
quotes from other works, officials were hesitant to allow the
show to be performed.
Mulligan said it took "a lot ol
talking" to convince them. He was
see THEATRE, page U

Above: Freshman Rachele Contreras and junior Sara
Blindauer on the simple set of "Three Dead Bodies Lying on
the Ground."
Right: Freshman Rachele Contreras acts in the multi-media
inspired play written and directed by sophomore Ryan
Mulligan.

contributing writer
What do a homeless man,
a group of ninjas, a made up
director and a broken hearted friend all have in common? They are all characters
in the films submitted to the
Student Film Fest, .1 IMl
film competition.
The (ilm fest, which
will be held on Thursday
in Crafton-Stovall Theatre, is part of a week-long
celebration sponsored bv
the University Program
Board, showcasing movies
by critically acclaimed
directors.
Sophomore Emily Wyman, former director of cinematic promotions at UPB,
described the Student Film
I SJl .is "the culmination of
the |week-long] (ilm festival." The four films submitted serve as the final event to
the flurry of directors being
shown at Crafton-Stovall
HuMtre
Each day this week, different films by famous directors will be shown. The
showcase includes a wide
range of talent, including
John
Hughes,
Steven
Speilberg, Stanley Kubrick,
Martin Scorsese and Terry
Cilliam.
Showcasing the talent ol
(ML) students is the final
event of the (ilm
entrava-ganza.
Becky Bikowski, a freshman
double-majoring
in cinema studies
and English, created "The Lull, "a
(ilm about an
experience she
had in New York.
"It started out as
a really simple
(ilm about the
connections that
people
can
make," she said,
"but it's really
evolved
and
gained a lot of
meaning."
Sophomore
Laura Krempasky, the current [
director of cinematic
promotions at UPB, described "The
Lull" as "The chronicle of a
woman's interactions wilh a
complicated homeless man."
Bikowski said. "When I
made it, we didn't have a
lot of technical know-how;
we had two weeks to do it.

Despite the technical
problems it still carries its
message. It does what I
want it to do."
phin»xrui>hrr

Bikowski sard she hopes
that people tome away
(roni her film moved by
having shared in the e\pen
ence it presents It's like .1
Zen haiku in (ilm form,"
she said.

u
He' didn 'l know too

Aware that the plot is
not the film's strong point,
Bennett showed enthusiasm about the choreography. "All o( us are in martial arts, so we choreographed our own fights
and there's a lot ol it."
I his 111111 will present
humor, hyped-up music
and
computer-edited

sound effects.

Pot anyone who is a
fan of the Christopher
Guest-style "mock-umentaries' such as "Waiting
(or Cu((man," "This is
Spinal Tap" and "Best in
Show," "The Man Behind
tin- Man Running" will be
righl up their alley.
freshman film director
The (ilm is by the
improvisational comedy
troupe Big Honkin' Sketch
Show and is a fake documentary of a filmmaker.
Freshman
SMAD
Pkfional director Taylor
ma|or
Brynn
Bennett
■•I
I.tines undergoes a
directed the (ilm "Ninja
laughable
and
spoofy
Silent Killers" with less
investigation of his filmakimpact in mind. "Our
Ing slyles.
movie is a cheesy ninja
1 1st member sophoflick," he said. "It's a
more Hunter Christy, a
struggle about money
theatre m.i|or, said the
Krempasky gave B run
humorous element
redown ol the "Ninja" plot. "A
mains true to the Big Hongroup of silent Ninjas invade
kin's style. "A basic story
.1 small town ol unsuspectwas concocted, but the
ing citizens. It's an actionactual scenes were all
packed film that combines
improvised." he said.
physical combat with excit"We want people to walk
away (rom this
movie with a ticket stub and
maybe
some
candy." Christy
■aid about what
he wanted the
'audience
to
"take
away"
from the (ilm.
light (un and
loud laughs can
be
expected
from "The Man
Behind the Man
Running."
The fourth entry to the Student
Film Fest is "A
Clean
Break,"
directed by Tony
Taylor and Peter
Holmes.
Krempasky deMl IVAkl HIIIAIDv,,,,,!,,, •*» scribed the film
.is. "A simple coning sound edeets."
versation between two male
"We didn't know too
friends (that) leads tooneol
much
about
making
them discussing his recent
movies at the time so we
breakup with his girlfriend.
were just experimenting."
Admission to the event
Bennett said.
is tree and the audience
But the lack of knowlparticipates in a vote for
edge was paired with a (un
the best (ilm. The winners
filming
process,
and
are presented with Ken
Bennett s.ud overall, he
dolls, spray-painted gold
was very happy wilh the
and attached to plaster of
product.
paris bases

much about making
movies at the time
... we were just
experimenting.

»

tW (oTiuiorig tomorrow
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TueUay Ar i lot!
PAINT YOUR OPINION OF
Mon.-Fn. u-8 p.m.
Sat. 11-6 p.m.
Call for directions.
433-5550
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0eaven OR HELL

E&E

20 W. Water St.,
Harnsonburg

AUTO SALES INC.

BMW/MERCEDES
SPECIALISTS
Glen Phillips (ofToad), Les Claypool's Ft6g Brigade,
Ann Berettii. Samhain (reissues), Guttei mouth
- l-ow. low everyday price*.
- Ver\ I'aM special order service al no extra eosi.
- Gift certificates available in any amount.

SALES & SERVICE
FULL LINE PARTS / ACCESSORIES
SHUTTLE SERVICE BACK TO CAMPUS
OPEN
kMON - SAT

j

— Brynn Bennett

EXPRESS SOURSEftFW
(JTI

;

CALL
432-II38

1006
,N. MAIN STREET,

;
I
!
',
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'Diary' drama

-SVfoWwHy-

-MZirklc House Galleries: Oil paintinKs |,y Morgana Wallace .,.
Artworks Gallery, "Creatures of Creation' by Shanna Flicgcl in
Other Gallery, "nth Annual New Images Exhibition." in New
Image Gallery - Mon.-Thu., noon-5 p.m.: Fri. <i Sat., noon-4
p.m.
* Kappa Pi Arts show: PC Ballroom - Fri., 11 a.m. - 4 p.m

— iv$tt —
I*
|*
I*
|*
|*
I*

Inspirational hnsemble: Taylor Down Under - Mon.. 7-8:30
p.m., free
.IMU Trombone Choir: Wilson Hall - Mon., 8 p.m , free
JMU Guitar Ensemble: Anthony-St-eger Auditorium - Tue.. 8
p.m., free
.IMU Chorus: Wilson Hall - Wed., 8 p.m., S2
Sister Speak & gardy loo! open mic/poctry reading: Taylor
Down Under - Wed., 7:30-10 p.m., free
.IMU Faculty Recital, Kevin Stees, tuba: Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium - Thu., 6:30 p.m.. free
Notc-Oriety a cappella performance: PC Ballroom - Thu.,
'•30-9 p m.

-TkftW * DdncftNew & Improv'd, Crash and Burn: Taylor Down Under Mon., 8:30-10 p.m., free
| * Swing dance performance and lessons: PC Ballroom - Thu.,
9-11 p.m.
I * "Three Dead Bodies Lying on the Ground:" Theatre II —
Thu.-Sat.. 8 p.m., $2

| * Grafton Stovall Theatre: UPB Film Festival - "Indiana Jones
and the Ust Crusade," "Jaws," Mon., 7 & 9:30 p.m., $2; The
Shining," "Clockwork Orange." Tue., 7 & 9:30 p.m., $2; "Taxi
Driver." "Goodfellas," Wed., 7 & 9:30 p m„ $2; student films.
Thu.. 6 p.m., free: "Brazil." "Monty Pythons Meaning of Life."
Thu.. 8 & 10 p.m., $2; "Snatch," Fri.-Sat.. 7 & 9:30, $2
| * Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "Say It Isn't So," "See Spot
Run," "Hannibal," "Chocolat," "Cast Away," $5 before 6 p.m.,
$7.25 after. Call 434-7107.
* Regal Cinemas 14: "Along Came a Spider." "Blow," ".lust
Visiting." "Pokemon 3: The Movie," "Someone Like You,"
"Sp) Kul-.' l(iMU,its.""lleartbrcakers.""The Brothers,"
"Enemy at the Gates," "Exit Wounds," "15 Minutes," The
Mexican," "O Brother, Where Art Thou?," Traffic,"
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," $5 before 6 p.m., $7.25
after. Call 434-7661.
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BY CARRIE DODSON

staff writer
This
modern
revamping of a dattfc
lOVt laJc ri'minis,vnt
of Jane Austen's
works, is absolutely
delightful, perfect for
any female who has
ever
experienced
heertacha and embarrassment.
"Bridge!
Jones's
Diary" is a witty and
interesting film that
points out and pokes
fun at the misunderstandings
between
men and women.
Renee Zellweger
plays the title character, a "30-something
Singleton," who drinks
and smokes profusely
and always seems to
say the wrong thing at
the wrong time. The
photo amrtetytfMEX BAILEY film, adapted somewhat loosely from the
Renee Zellweger plays the lead role In the upcomnovel of the tame
ing romantic comedy, "Bridget Jones's Diary."
name
by
Helen

Fielding, follows her
life over the course of a
year during which
time she romances her
boss, quits her job and
finds
unexpected
admiration and love
At first, Ztflwfjjer'a
fake British accent is

"BRIDGET JONES'S
DIARYSTARRING:
RENEE ZELLWEGER
RATED R
RUNNING TIME:
86 MINUTES

ft ft ft ft
troublesome. I lowever,
she soon becomes
endearing. Hugh Grant
and Colin Firth play
the romantic interests
in the film. They both
react wonderfully to
Bridget's quirky style

and personality.
Women will enjoy
the film because it portrays a character with
whom they can relate.
Bridget is not thin
(Zellweger reportedly
gained 31) pounds for
thr role) and she is not
exactly organized, but
she has friends who
love her and she
remains optimlstfc,
Overall, it is ,m
intelligent and endearingly familiar romantic comedy. Despite
it's predictability, the
film remains interesting
and
unique
enough to hold the
audience's attention.
"Bridget
Jones's
Diary" will soon be
joining the ranks of
"Sleepless in Seattle"
and "When Harry Met
Sally" as perfect films
to watch while feeling
down and eating a
pint of ice cream.

'Joe Dirt'
can't clean up
grooming his mullet-wig.
BY CARRIE DODSON
staff writer
His story is told in a series
There are a few movies that of flashbacks during an interseem to be specifically designed view with talk show radio
for viewing with large (possibly host Zander Kelly (Dennis
inebriated) crowds at odd hours Miller), whose snappy oneof the night "The Adventures of liners are delivered effortJoe Dirt" seems
lessly. In short, Joe meets a
dog,
then
to be one of
"THE ADVENTURES
meets a girl
them. The free
preview
at
who
loved
OF JOE DIRT"
Grafton-Stovall
him without
STARRING:
DAVID
SPADE,
his knowing
Theatre
this
week was a perit. He gets
GARY BUSEY
fect setting for
separated
RATED
PG-13
from the girl
David Spade's
and the dog
latest effort to
RUNNING TIME:
and
thus the
break into the
86
MINUTES
film industry.
movie follows
Joe
Dirt,
his travels in
ft*
search
of
who was abanthem.
doned at the
"Joe Dirt" was exactly
Grand Canyon as a child for
unexplained reasons, raising what I expected it to be: A
brainless,
half-hearted comehimself, spending his time trying to find his parents and dy Although it had a few

phno amrtay «y JON RUtMER
David Spade stars as an orphaned hick searching for his
parents In the new comedy, "The Adventures of Joe Dirt."
good laughs and cameos
(especially
Christopher
Walken's portrayal of a
deranged ex-mafia man), it
was mostly hackneyed and
unexciting. The film pales in
comparison to similar hits
such as "Tommy Boy" and
"Billy Madison," but it serves
the same purpose: to make

you stop using your brain for
about an hour and a half.
This movie is perfect for
watching with a big group of
friends to relax after exams or
as background entertainment
at a party But save your
money until it comes out on
tape or better yet, on cable.

Without A Resurrection
It's All Pretty Hollow.
s

Easter Is the time ol year to get together with
loved ones and celebrate family traditions
which often Include: Easter dinner, )ejly
beans, taster egg hunts and, ol course, a trip to
church.
The big question Is why bother going In
church? If Jesus was simply a good man who
lived 2,000 years ago, why spoil Easter dinner
and potentially miss a basketball game, with
church?
The answer to that question Is profound.
The man. Jesus ol Nazareth, was publicly beaten,
whipped, tortured to death by crucifixion, and
confirmed dead by a final sword thrust. Me was
securely buried three days earlier, but now his
body was missing. Not only that, but an entire
guard ol Roman soldiers had been stationed at
his tomb, with an official Roman Insignia on the
two ton boulder scaling Its entrance Why this
ral precaution? Because lesus had staled that
his crucifixion, he would come back U) life
on the third day.
On that third day. the boulder was found up
a slope, away from the tomb. The guards had
fled. Arid Inside the tomb, Jesus' body was not
there. An official report was circulated stating
thai Jam*' disciple* took the body while the
guards slept.
The disciples, who had been In hiding
(caring for their lives, were now out and about
claiming that Jesus bad risen from the dead—
and had even physically (not spiritually)
appeared to them on several occasions. Were the
disciples Indeed hiding the body of Jesus? If so.
then Its hard to explain why each of them
Independently traveled to other countries,
eventually dying a martyr's death. Vho would
give up their life lor what they knew was a lie?
Paul, who bad been one of the most vicious
persecutors ol the disciples and the early
Christians, later became convinced that Jesus'

resurrection was true. Paul eventually was
beheaded for his faith In Jesus How Important Is
It If Jesus was raised (mm the dead or not? Paul
put it this way: "If Christ has not been raised, our
preaching Is useless and so Is vour faith."
During his life, Jesus healed many people ol
diseases and disabilities andperformed many
miracles to verify his deity Then he offered the
biggest prool ol all-be staled that he would be
crucified and come back to life three days later.
Thai's why the Roman soldiers were guarding the
lomb. Simple, straightforward. It's like saying.
"You'll know If everything I've said to you Is true
by this: I will come back to Me three days after
they crucify me."
By the end of the flnl century nearly one
million Jews were followers of Jesus. What
caused such an Instant, cxptoslve following? First,
Jesus' body was Indeed missing If anyone could
have produced the body, that would have put an
end to It. Second. Jesus must have lived an
amazing life lo cause so many, so quickly after
Ills death to worship htm as the Messiah. Third,
as with the disciples. Jesus must have physically
appeared lo many people, confirming lo ihem the
reality of his resurrection, because Individual
after Individual willingly endured pcrsecuuon In
order to teU others.
If Oils Isn't true, then for heaven's sake
sleep In Easter morning. If you believe that It is,
then ask Jesus to come into your heart right now.
Jesus said: "If any man hears my voice and opens
Uic door (to your heart) 1 wfll come In." You can
ask him In right now and he will Then Jesus
won't be someone you visit once a year, but you
can walk with him Uie other 564.
for a concise took at what convinced Jesus'
disdoles and die earlv Christians,

Campus Crusade for Christ
Thursdays at 8pm in HHS Auditorium
clubs-crusade@jmu.edu

Water Ga
Clinic

Leave No Trace/1
Land Management Clinic
Date: Apr. 12
Reg. by: Apr. 12
Time: 6 pm

Date: Apr, 10
Time: 8 pm

Motivate Yourself
Into Motion
Creative Workshop
TODAY
Date: Apr. 9
Hlfiie:7pm

Step into Spring
Date: Apr, 11
Time: 4pm
Wellness Passport
Event

v

^j^ Program Registration Desk TOP)
www.jmu.edu/recreation
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Jazzin' it

' Tomcats9 Triumphs

Bio Ritmo revs up
MACRoCk rhythms

Bachelors battle for the big bucks
BY SCOTT KING

(Jerry O'Connell) and Kyh

Stands,

staff writer

Brenner (Jake Bute) > M
the last standing bache-

I lizabeth), and together
they scheme against Kyle

lors, Kyle Is rich beyond
imagination while Muh.ul

and agree to
money evenly.

JAZZIN'
hum ensemble ii probably mv
favorite and one ol the most
clau) (.1// groups I've teen perform .it talhoun's."
Following tin' |,i// Band waa
another
l.i//

[MO-affiliated group, the

Ensemble,

which

included

Wilson, Roberta,
Hopkins and
appearances by Pope fokingly
introduced

ai

i

16 yeai old

prospective mush student Pope
once again raited the intensity of
the playing
The

lH-picce

band

featured

n

limelight
(or ,i couple
measu res.
C r o w d
attendance
.it this part

Roberta
and .i tew
n o t .i b I e
i nterlec
nuns from
thi'
-.,1V

92 MINUTES

including
Chris

ft •;•• ft c

Bio Ritmo plays at Calhoun's Friday night as part of
The the MACRoCk jazz showcase.

— Rene Uerrera
Hio Rltmo'i lead uaeet

high point.

-99

I" h e ~~
I nse mble
■

big Kind

Wilson Quartet

version o( (he
Mosl tuna lea

lowed
the
I n s e m b I e .

.idditiuiul three-piece horn section
ind percitation to flavor the sound
with Cub.ni melodies.
Although the crowd was small,
Hio Ritmo got some people to dance

Although they hid
technical difficul-

and create • congoUne.

ttlng Matted,
the hand appeared
unfazed
When
technicians finally

many people are in the crowd,
we Hist love to play the music,"

go)

the

sound

together, Bio Ritmo
hurst into .in explo
sion ot S.lls.l .Hid

Latin rhythms
The core of the group consists , >t
kiss, drums and keyboard*, with .in

"We don't care

about

how

Bio Ritmo's lead-singer, composer and arranger Rene Uerrera,

downhill

for

ton of money at a gamcasino

trying

to

plot.

makes a
and
is

charming hero
the
movie's>

strongest point. Lately, the!lead characters in thi*

Seven
years ago a
group of guys, who call

kuul ol film
are people
you just do not care about,

themselves
"Tomcats,"
attended the wedding of

the only way he will ever
be able to come up with

but O'Connell
superb job of

one of their best friends. In
the aftermath of the recep-

that amount of cash is if

Michael likable. The audi
ence pities him when he

tion, the group made a bet
saying that every year they
will contribute money to a
fund.

Whoever

stays

a

bachelor the longest will
get all the cash.
Now, the third to Last

he were to win the bet
which has now Increased

into

trouble

and

wants to see him with the
girl in the end.

that Kvle is .i pathological
womanizer who is hardly

and flow well. Watching
it. you get the same feeling

marriage material

.is when you first
"American
Pie"

vengeful former one-night

Delaney

gets

does
making

to
a
jackpot
totaling
almost half a million dolI,irs I he only problem is

leaving Michael

The jokes are raunchy

saw,
and

"Road Trip

Theatre II delivers
' Three Dead Bodies
THEATRE .from page 14
not as concerned

about

the risk involved in using

The actors "interact"
with a few of the televi-

secretive about the sub*"

sion

stance

sets

and

Mulligan

Despite being
of

about

have any ideas that are

"The

The minute art becomes
inactive, it's not art.

said, "but as soon as I
see [something] or perceive it, it becomes
Although

Mulligan

showr!

its

creativity.

minute

sharing
too
many
details of the show, he

art " Me also said that if !
you can, figure out and

director of "Three Dead fofieT

??

-

the production is
and

personal,

by

reading

Dead

Bodies

Lying

Wed April 18: Pat McfJee Band SI) SO adv SIS at door

1M* Ii iMrfri .1 1 ?t\ltd Si Sib Thurs April 19: Nascl ml Jepetto SS adv
CkaMltiMI. HI
iit>m.aci
4/20: My Dor, Lucy ml The MM Si adv

it

carries you

through

with only three actors in
the cast. The show also

himself will be an image

moments of pure bliss."

includes vldtographtft,
who are in charge of working the eight television

on one of the screens. He
said that he had instructed
his cast and crew not to

rheatre II on Wednesday,
April II at 8 p.m. and runs

sets incorporated into the
show.

discuss the goings-on of
the show with others.

through Friday, April
Tickets are S2.

'Special Student Rate'

The

show

opens

MINI STORAGE

Sat April 21: Lake Trout ml My KM SS adv, SWal door

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

f* v

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 20 Jumper
1

aircraft on your first skydive

JMU discounts

1 (800) SKYDIVE

(540) 943-6587
complete information is on www, skyd i veorange.com

24-7 Access

433-1000

iz//ie (j)/mn(/{2/)((/f('
(♦ A PAR T M II N T S~»)
"Each apartment includes:
' Large living room and separate kitchen
' One large Bedroom
• One full Bathroom
• Air conditioning
• On-site laundry facilities
• 'free parting

at

13,

2 Locations

Private Storage Rooms

M—MlMMtoaUhmal
Plan 1 Harriionaurg Torn a lues April 24: Mulls Hatchet tli ads. SIS al door
Campus Recants or charge by,
Wed April 25: Monster Magnet » Buckcherry SIS adv. SIS al door
pkMKl-S77-*HrilC?7

on

the Ground" is like "listening to a jazz song ...

Sat April 14: Jets To Brazil ml 1 he Love Scene 5* adv. SWal door
Tues April 17: J<;B Band SI2 adv. SI4 al door

the

""jPt there's no point.
Mulligan said " [Tin •■

fri April 13: Jau Poets Society tSct Jnoranline

TRfiX Concert line
[804]295-8729

art

becomes
inactive," Mulligan said, "it's not -

ply

was apprehensive about

small

the

—Rvan Mulligan ^d«*tand ■» play sim-

mine."

said

rather

Mulligan was adamafll

other's materials. "I
honestly don't feel I actually my own," he

Thurs Apr. 12: Croovc Homes Rand ml Kelly Bell Band & Oval Opus Jionboron/i.

Michael

M.iher, gives Michael a
month to come up with

Cuban background stemming
from I lerrer.i's heritage.

Piebald plays to a large crowd Saturday night at Goodtlmes. This was their first show since the
band recently got back together. Cave In. Six Going on Seven, and Errortype; 11 among others
were also featured In the popular showcase.

obvious, and the laughs
get you through the pn>
dlctable

Michael quickly gets In
touch with one of Kyle's

ALEX VESSELS/M-mr./ ptiotogrqim

As the Story unfolds, a
love connection between
Natalie and Michael is

The
casino
DOSS,
Carlos, played well by Bill

"Tomcat" is married off at
a wedding in Las Vegas,

tin' audience and the musicians.

the

Impress .1 girl

■aid I le describes their music as
S.ils.i, though most of it has a

The music featured at the
showcase was ,1 success for both

split

the $51,(XXI that he owes
Michael soon realizes thai

Alexander
On tenor

gm's

Michael uhen hi' loses a
bling

RUNNING TIME:

set tIon

We don'/ care about how
wain people are in the
crowd, we just love to play
the music.

is ,i struggling cartoonist. It
all

SHANNON ELIZABETH
RATED R

nine-piece
band,
hit*
Ritmo,
fol-

of the night
V\,ls
.11
.1

wrai

STARRING: JERRY
O'CONNELL,

d

various

soloists, .ill
eager
to
step into the

"TOMCATS"

by Wilson
<i

Natalie (Shannon '

Secure
Facilities

"Why live with a
crowd? Have your oivn
little castle at The
Qrand'Duffel

Call'433-1744
zvu/w.lJiegrand'Du^e.com

A short ivatr\to campus and on the bus route.

"There was more spirit than
al the football games..."
D()NNIE WEINHEIMER

sophomore

diuaiua

GREEK
r^
dute
STORY BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER RYLA NAWEED
GRAPHICS BY GRAPHICS EOITOR KELLY ARCHIBALD

MEGHAN MONTOOMLKY/^-ii." ftotagfOflm
MEGHAN MONTGOMERYAniwr phautrapher
Members of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority performed a song and dance to Fiona
Apple's "Criminal."

Compelling performances by
members of JMU Greek Life
made this year's Greek Sing an
event to remember
The atmosphere was full of excitemrnt .is the crowd eagerly waited to
gel into Greek Sing Thursday night.
When asked to give a number of people waiting to get in. I.ori Sumerford,
Greek Week delegate for Sigma Sigma
Sigma said, "We've sold hundreds and
hundreds of tickets already."
Greek Sing is only one of the many
everts that takes place during Greek Week.
"The point of Greek Week is to have a
safe and fun week that supports the high
ideaLs of the Greek system," said Kris
Tunney, Greek Week core committee
member. "Through both collaboration
and competition, we work together to
strengthen our sisterhood/bmtherhood. personal growth and commitment to service Almost every
erent during Greek Week is worth a cer
tain amount of points. By the end ot the
week the fraternity and sorority with the
rrtost points win' the week "
1
Greek Sing is a competition where
sororities and fraternities compete against
each other to raise money for charity, junior l.ori Sumerford sml
With every competition, then' must he
|lidflBft |ada Freer, graduate advisor erf UPB,
MM that some of the fudging criteria was
creativity, style, dancing, harmony, dynamics
.ind audience appeal "I've lies IT judged
before," she said smiling. "I'm pretty excited
for it. It's an exciting event"
The event started around 7 p.m. The
bleachers in Godwin stadium were
packed. Members of different sororities
.iid Ir.ilfmitii-. >at together and every now
ahd then a sorority chant would rise above
the nxir and end in clapping and cheering.
"It felt like a pep rally." sophomore
I Jnnnie Weinheuner said. "There was more
■.pint than [at] the football games by far."
I lie event attracted students outside ol
the Greek community as well. Friends of
performers sat together talking and laughing while music played in the background.
"I am here to support my roommate
,ind fnend Sara," junior Karen He) said

"I am really excited to see her perform. I
think she's gonna look cute."
As the lights dimmed, the audience
cheered in anticipation. During the entire
night 12 groups performed. The first half
of the show was Zeta Beta Tau. Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Theta Chi, Sigma Kappa and Zeta Tau
Alpha. The second half was Alpha Sigma
Tau, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Delta Gamma,
Alpha Thi and finally Delta Delta Delta.
Each group dazzled the audience with chorus lines, singers in fantastic costumes, choreographed dinting and amazing pmps.
Groups were given tremendous
support by the audience. "It was
obvious that all the participants put a
lot of time and effort in — it showed,"
sophomore Theresa O'Neill said.
ZBT started off the night by doing
"Say What Karaoke," where members
sang songs and danced. They finished the
performance with members lined up
doing the can can.
ASA went next with a quasi-James
Bond theme. Jailbirds in black and white
danced while a police car pn»p illumin.it
ed the scene with flashing lights.
AKl. began with an accoustic guitar
and singer. The audience joined in
singing Bob Marley's "Redemption
Song". The audience cheered and
laughed when they held up a banner
reading "Thanks for forgetting us on the
Greek Week shirt!'
OX was next and started with the
'Cheers' theme song which the audience
helped sing. The members of OX then
broke into dancing at the approval of
cheering and clapping
SK performed after OX, and had a
"Saved by the Bell" theme with school
props, a gigantic pencil, clock and lockers rheSK sisters darned to various
songs in schoolgirl outfits.
ZTA was a hit with the audience with
their upbeat workout theme and rendition oj lac Bo with Billy Blanks.
There was a short intermission and

J7

/ would have liked lo see
more fraternities represented.
— Ryan Winters
sophomore

-tt
...it was greul lo see the
groups gel together and put
on an awesome performance.
— Carrie Hoffman
sophomore

-99-

55

Zeta Beta Tau fraternity began the evening with their own version of the popular MTV show,
'Say What Karaoke.'
exhibition step show by Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority. Inc. The audience stood
and cheered to welcome the sisters of
SKA tstep team.
"It's always a pleasure to step and
represent not only our divine sisterhood,
but also our verv rich heritage and culture," junior Renita Moore said.
After the exhibition by AKA, AST performed a Madonna theme with nuns, brides
and women in cowboy hats to go with
Madoniu's songs. The audience
cheered as a barely clad Austin
Powers ran around to
Madonna's "Beautiful Stranger."
EEE was a whirl of colors
ami MOM with their Olympics
theme There were dancers with
ditli'rvnt sports jerwys. and a chorus held up different sports props.
DG performed a F:crris Buellet
theme with school pmps ami wore

school outfits
Next was "A Thi is money." They had
Jamers HI black and gigantic COIM and
piggy banks as their props.
DDD ended the evening with a gigantic genie bottle prop, .1 rainbow colored
chorus line and dancers m sank outfits.

As a colorful evening ended with final
cheers from the audience, IIIU.SK played ami
people talked and laughed as they filed out
"1 was here last year," sophomore
Maegan Clark said. "I think they did
equally as good as last year. Props and
dancing was better."
Sophomore Elizabeth Perdue agreed
"1 was blown away by people In sig. In
Delta and AP were awesome."
Many of the groups worked very hard
to put on the show. Dana Edwards of Tri
Delta said, "We've been practicing for
months. The first month and a halt, We
practiced two times a week, but as it
got closer, we practiced three or four
times | day. The chorus and
dancers practiced separateh
Tunney said, "I have nothing
but great things to say about how the
Greek Sing went. The acts were amazing,
the audience well-behaved, ant) we
raised a lot of money tor our philanthropy We'll be donating at least (3,000 to the
chosen service agencies."
The competition ended with EEE win
ning "Best Overall" and OX winning tor

the fraternities

MI.GIIAN MO\"I(.< All HI IWHHH r'»>i"W>"i
As part of their performance. Alpha Kappa Lambda performed a
dance for the audience.

The themes were great, music
great and crowd great.
— Casey Gulley
Msum from F«iifu

aI wish they had this every
Thursday night.
—AngeloCirelli
-tin.'!
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Focus

Want to work for the coolest, most tubular
student newspaper on this or any other
planet?
You can!
Come work for us, The Breeze.
Stop by The Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger or give us a call at x6127 to find out
how to get involved. All the cool kids are doing it.

Can you DELIVER ?
Deliver

ers for The Breeze,

Paid positions are available.
Call x6127 for more information

A11

thank yen

to everyone that
participated in JHU's

Anthony Mancuso and JMU Recycling
Anthony's Pizza
Bravo Italian Eatery
Dr. Tom Syre
Ed Clinton and Seaboard Bag Corporation
Eta Sigma Gamma
Gina Moore and EARTH
IMA
James McHone Jewelers
JMU Eacilities Management
JMU Vending Services
Jo McDowell and Columbia Propane
Joe Grandstaff and Massanutten
Kate's Natural Products
Megan Murphy and Parcel Plus
Meki Sliilll.il and the Public Works Department
Mr. and Mrs. Lester McDowell
Mr. J's Bagels and Deli
Mr. John Dyer
Mrs. Fields
Nautilus
Pano's Restaurant
Pizza Hut
Plan 9
RHA and Participating Residence Halls for Recycling Competition
Sign Pro

Simon Valley Mall
Stormy Griffin and Pargo's
Terry Eeritta and Kwik Kopy
Touch of the Earth
Uniq'
Victoria's Secret

/f He resurrection waj
Mere fiction why endure
such harsh rea(fty?
Three days after being crucified and buried, Jesus' body was
missing from it's tomb. Some say his disciples stole the body and
concocted a story that he rose from the dead. But why die for something
you know is a lie? Would you?
Peter was crucified for following Jesus (John 21:18). Stephen was
stoned to death (Acts 7:58). John was exiled and imprisoned
(Revelation 1:9). Paul was whipped, beaten, and stoned (2Corinthians
11:24-25). History has it that all of the apostles were either crucified,
tortured, stoned, or beheaded for their faith.
Why would these men die for something they knew was a lie?
Why give up your job, travel to distant countries, and be ostracized by
your fellow countrymen, if you knew your message was false?
The only plausible explanation is that it wasn't a lie. These men
had seen Jesus alive. He had risen from the dead, just as he promised
he would. Thus Peter and John would say, "We cannot help speaking
about what we have seen and heard!" (Acts 4:20)
Why is Jesus' resurrection so important? Because it is God's way
of telling us where we can find life: "I am the way, and the truth, and the
life" (John 14:6). It is through Jesus that we can know God personally
and receive eternal life.
What do you think? You may not ever have to die for your belief
in Jesus like his disciples did, but you can become just as sure. To learn
more about Jesus and the facts supporting his resurrection, read the
section called "John" in the Bible.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Thursdays at 8pm in HHS Auditorium
clubs-crusade@jmu.edu

^

R. A. W was sponsored by HTH 458 l(
Health Program Planning Class*
I
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IVrB-E-A-T J
Terps too tough for Dukes
The women's lacrosse team, ranked
12th, lost to top-ranked University of
Maryland 16-6 Sunday in College
Park, Md.
The Terps got on the board fast,
scoring two goals in the first 22 seconds of play. Maryland, who has won
six straight national championships,
continued its scoring prowess by taking a 9-3 lead at halftime.
The second half was much the same,
as the Terps scored the first five goals
and went on to a 10-point victory.
The Dukes were led by sophomore
Lisa Staedt, who scored two goals and
had one assist.
Maryland's senior Jen Adams
scored six goals along with three
assists to lead the Terps to victory.
Flames bum Diamond Dukes
On Wednesday, April 4, Liberty
University edged out JMU in nonconference baseball action in
Lynchburg, Va.
The Diamond Dukes scored first
when red-shirt freshman Alan
Lindsey scored a sacrifice fly by junior Steve Ballowe in the top of the
third inning.
The Flames tied it up in their half of
the inning, scoring on a wild pitch.
JMU scored again in the fourth
inning when sophomore Matt
Deuchler came home on an infield
error by the shortstop.
The Diamond Dukes held the lead
until the sixth inning, when Liberty
put up three runs. The Flames scored
the first run of the inning on a sacrifice fly. The next hitter, sophomore
Joey Monahan, slammed a two-runhomer.
In the seventh inning, senior Greg
Miller scored on an error by the
pitcher to pull JMU to within one
run. The Diamond Dukes then tied
the game later in the inning when
junior Jason Cushman scored on a
Deuchler single.
The Flames rallied back in the
bottom of the seventh when sophomore Larry Wayne York scored the
eventual game-winning run on a single up the middle by sophomore
Keith Butler.

JMU SPORTS
WEEKLY
Monday. April 9
- Women's tennis takes on the
I niversity of Richmond in Harrisonburg at 2:30 p.m.

- Men's golf travels to play in the twoday Liberty Invitational in Lynchburg,
Va.
Tuesday. April 10
Baseball faces Penn State University
at 1 p.m. in University Park, Pa.
Wednesday. April 11
- Lacrosse journeys into Chapel Hill,
N.C. to face the University of North
Carolina at 5 p.m.

Thursday. April 12
- Men's tennis takes on Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Va at 2:30 p.m.
- Women's tennis hosts George
Washington University at 3 p.m.

- Baseball travels to play the
I 'Diversity of North CarolinaWilmington at 7 p.m. in Wilmington
N.C.
Saturday. April 14
- Men's and Women's golf host the
Play with the Dukes Tournament
- Baseball plays UNC-W at 7 p.m. in
Wilmington, N.C.
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i- Has to be the ball

" Wc played really well and
every match could have
gone either way."

New type of golf balls
are causing lower scores
on courses

CAROL CUII BY
senior tennis player
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Diamond Dukes win 1815 slugfest
Metheny hits for the cycle
BY ANDREW TUFTS

senior writer
Five larges, two mediums and one
small.
That's the order Pizza Hut will
have to produce as the JMU offense
dished out eight free pizzas during
the seventh inning promotion when
they scored five runs on six hits to
retake the lead from the College of
William & Mary Sunday during the
18-15 slugfest.
"That's
Sunday
in
the
Conference," W&M coach Jim Farr
said. "It's just one of those days —
wild days."
The win clinched the series for
JMU and moved their Colonial
Athletic Association record up to 45(18-14-1 overall).
"It's ironic because last year we did
the same exact thing," JMU coach
Spanky McFarland said. "We started
out with getting swept at East Carolina,
then we won two out of three from Old
Dominion and won two out of three
from William & Mary. So we're identi-

cal to where we were at last year."
The Dukes opened up the game
with a two spot in the bottom of the
first. After red-shirt freshman outfielder Alan Lindsey grounded out to
start the inning, sophomore third
baseman Brent Metheny tripled to
the gap in right-center. Junior left
fielder Steve Ballowe then popped
out to third, but with two outs senior
center fielder Greg Miller singled
past short to plate Metheny.
Sophomore first baseman Eddie
Kim punished a 2-2 pitch to the fence to
score Miller and ended up with a triple.
Thus ended the day for sophomore
pitcher Whitt Farr, who only lasted
2/3 of an inning and gave up two runs
on three hits. Such would be the story
line for the rest of the pitchers in both
dugouts as the Tribe used six pitchers
and the I hikes Hve.
JMU added another run in the
bottom of the third on a Miller RBI
single, and W&M broke up the
shutout in the top of the fourth when
sophomore Matt McGuire walked

ANDREW nrn/iemorphtHo/tniptier
Sophomore shortstop Nathan Doyle gets the force-out at second base as
W&M sophomore Michael Brown slides In too late durlnf Friday's game.

JMU falls to W&M
Women's tennis team goes down fighting
against the nationally-ranked Tribe, 7-0
BY JEFF COLSH

contributing writer
Do not let the score fool you;
the women's tennis team did not
roll over and let a Colonial
Athletic Association powerhouse
crush them.
Instead, the Dukes gave them
everything they had Thursday afternoon at Godwin courts.
Though it goes down as a 7-0
defeat to the nationally ranked Tribe
of the College of William & Mary,
the final tally is misleading.
Every match was hard fought and,
with a few lucky bounces, could have
gone JMU's way.
Take senior Carol Culley, playing
sixth-singles, who battled her opponent Kelli Partlow in three tough sets
before falling 3-6,6-3,6-3.
"I made some mistakes late in the
match that I shouldn't have made and
I wasn't making early," Culley said.
In first singles, W&M's Delphine
Troch edged senior Sheri Puppo 7-5,
6-2.
Two more close matches followed in second and third singles
matchups. Senior Lauren Dalton's
record dropped to 7-6 on the season after a 6-4, 6-3 loss to Jessyca
Arthur. Junior Liz Simon fell in
third singles to Lindsay Sullivan 61,6-3.
"We played really well and
every match could have gone either
way. They just got all the breaks,"
Culley said.
With the loss, JMU now has six
wins versus seven losses on the
season. This includes a 2-3 mark in
the CAA.
The Tribe earned its 77th straight
win in a CAA dual match (50 this sea-

son) and improves its record to 7-9 on
the season.
Despite knowing that her team
was not going to win the match, in
fourth singles competition, freshman
Margie Zesinger fought hard before
eventually losing to Nina Kamp 6-4,
6-3. Zesinger has a record of 8-5 on
the season.
"Overall we competed well.
William & Mary usually kills most of
the teams they play, and we gave
them a run," Zesinger said.
Sophomore Christy Michaux lost
in the fifth singles match 6-4, 6-2,
and together with Simon, fell 8-2 in
doubles competition.
In the other doubles matches,
Dalton and Puppo lost 8-4 and
Zesinger and senior Sarah Granson
gave the Tribe pair of Kamp and
Partlow a scare before going down 8
games to 6.
Rather than being upset about
the loss, the team is not letting it
slow down the momentum of a lateseason surge.
"Our confidence is a lot higher
than it was at the beginning of the
season. I thought overall we competed very well Thursday,"
Zesinger said.
Culley was looking forward to a
possible post-season meeting
against the Tribe.
"William & Mary is one of the top
teams in the nation, and hopefully
we'll get another chance to play them
again," Culley said. "I think the whole
team is on the upswing, and our tennis is peaking."
The Dukes play their CAA rival,
University
of
Richmond,
in
Harrisonburg today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Godwin tennis courts.

ANDREW Tl 'FTS/irnmr /**>* npfcrr
Sophomore Eddie Kim takes a crack at a pitch during Friday's
loss to the College of William & Mary.

with the bases loaded to score
sophomore Trey Wakefield.
And then the bats woke up.
In the bottom of the fourth
Lindsey and Metheny both
had two-RBI doubles down
the left field line to bump the
score to 7-1. W&M answered
in the fifth with a 420-foot,
three-run homer to dead cen'er by senior Mike O'Kelly,
and JMU put up another run
in the home half of the fourth.
Junior
starter
Adam
Wyneger gave up two more
W&M runs before Metheny
replaced him on the mound.
In 5 and 1/3 innings Wynegar
surrendered seven runs on
nine hits while fanning four
and walking five.
"It's pretty obvious that
Adam's not all the way back
from his groin injury yet,"
McFarland said.
With four more runs off
Metheny
—
Wynegar's
replacement — W&M took an
8-10 lead.
The madness continued in
the next half as Miller singled
in another run, Kim doubled
in two and junior third baseman Jason Cushman —
Metheny's replacement —
doubled in a run.
The lead only lasted until

the seventh when W&M senior
third baseman Stephen lkx>ker
completed the cycle with a tworun homerun to left-center.
Metheny returned to third
base having given up five
runs on six hits in 1 and 1/3
innings. Red-shirt senior
Brian Roll finished off the
inning unscathed.
Despite surrendering the
lead, Metheny did everything
possible to help get it back after
the seventh inning stretch.
Sophomore
shortstop
Nathan Doyle led off the bottom half with a triple to leftcenter (one pizza) and scored
on l.indsey's RBI single (one
pizza). Metheny then cranked a
homerun off the "average" category on the right field scoreboard (two pizzas) to add two
more runs, and Ballowe followed with a homerun of his
own (two more pizzas). Miller
singled to center (one pizza)
and scored on another Kim RBI
double (one pizza) JMU held a
17-12 lead
The homer for Metheny
completed his own cycle, joining fellow third baseman
Booker who also complete the
difficult Ir.it
SfeMETHEHY.pa$c22

JMU recognizes
top athletes,
scholar-athletes
:H0LAR- ATHLETE
t THE YEAR
EA< KEL MALINOWSKI, SI NIOR,
LEWISTON, N.Y., PORTER HIGH SCHOOL

IALE ATHLETI
OF THE YEAR
BETHANY EIGEL, GRADUATE,
CHRISTIANSBURG, VA.
CHRISTIANSBURG HIGH SCHOOL

MALE/SCHOLAR- ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR
ANDREW LUX, JUNIOR,
REMSCHEID, GERMANY

ALE ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR
DELVIN JOYCE, SENIOR
MART?NSVILLE, VA.
INSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL

Kl I.I.V ARC HIHAI.n'graphics editor
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PROFESSIONAL GOLF

Teeing Off: Ladv Dukes take third

Balls to blame for scores
Innovative new two-piece ball lowers PGA scores
BY JOHN EISENBERG

The Baltimore Sun

That's more subpar scores than were
shot in all four rounds of the Masters in
1997, 1998 and 1999.
Putting it another way, 25 percent of
the more than 500 individual rounds
shot at the Masters from 1996-2000
resulted in subpar scores, and the number is up staggeringly to 40 percent
through two rounds this year.
Tne trend is unmistakable, as is the
new hall's impact.
"Guys are just flying (shots) so
much better (with it)," said defending
Masters champion Vijay Singh, who
has yet to shoot an over-par round in
any tournament this year.
"I feel like I'm a whole different
player," added Phil Mickelson, who
shot 69 Friday to go with his firstround 67.

AUGUSTA, Ga. — You knew Ihis was
coming. Given how golfers using a radical new ball have obliterated scoring
records this year, you knew Augusta
National would get pummeled at the
Masters as long as a blizzard or some
other, troubling conditions didn't arise.
Even the more aggressive predictions have been surpassed in the first
two rounds, however, ae 560 birdies
have fallen and more than ■ third of the
field has played under par. What is this,
the Tucson Open? No, just another
week with the new, two-piece ball,
which has altered golf unlike any technological advancement since steelshafted woods.
The KiATour records for the lowest
72-hole score and lowest 90-hole score
already have fallen this year, and Tiger
-66Woods' Masters record of 18-under par
could get dunked this weekend if the
It's hadthe greatest
field continues to humble Augusta
impact,
more than any
National. Warm, dry weather is expectother piece of equipment
ed to harden the putting surfaces and
make ttttap tougher, but if the final 36
in history.
holes even remotely match the first 36,
.nerage scores could still resemble the
— Phil Mickelson
Nasdaq's straight-drop decline of the
professional golfer
past year.
Yes, factors other than the new ball
have contributed to the "extreme golf"
environment of 2001, with scores dropUntil last year, most golfers used a
ping to levels previously considered long-accepted ball with a liquid center
unreachable.
wound by thread and a soft cover. It
Conditioning techniques and subtracted some length but added
knowledge of the swing dynamic accuracy around the greens. Then
have advanced. Woods has raised the Woods started winning with a new ball
skill-level bar with his awesome per- composed of two parts, a solid core and
formances. Big-headed drivers have a harder cover. Nike sold that one as
added length off the tee. The golf the Tour Accuracy TW. Not to be outboom Woods precipitated has expan- done, Titleist quickly came out with its
ded the talent pool.
version, the Pro VI. The revolution was
Pro golf is just a longer and tougher under way.
place than it was five years ago.
Titleist's ball seems to be the most
Still, it's mostly the ball, stupid. popular a year later, but all of the solidClearly, it's the ball.
core balls add length without sacrificing
A year ago, when no one had heard accuracy, and there is powerful supof the two-piece ball, 46 subpar rounds porting evidence — 11 of the first 14
were shot on Thursday and Friday at winners on the PGA Tour in 2001 have
the Masters. This year, with many used a new ball. What's the advantage?
golfers using the ball, 73 subpar rounds
There's a long (no pun intended)
were shot Thursday and yesterday. explanation about spin and wind, from
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$

Bagels
&Deli

$

$

ROBERT NATTtywm rduor
Sophomore Jessica Lewi* competes in the Lady Dukes Invitational over the
weekend In which JMU finished In third place with a score of 314-306*20.

Did we forget something?
Let us know.
f we don't know about it we can't write
about it.
To talk to a sports editor about your idea
call x6709 and ask for Travis or Drew.

GRAND OPENING!

$

$

which we'll mercifully refrain; all you
need to know is that the golfers now
talk about "launching" drives rather
than hitting them.
A backlash was inevitable, and it
was hardly a surprise when Masters
chairman Hoobe Johnson announced
Wednesday that Augusta National
would undergo significant changes
before the 2002 event, with "four or
five" of the par-4 holes lengthened.
Could you blame him? Change ordinarily comes at a glacial pace at Augusta,
but the playing held needs leveling.
"Pretty soon we'll be teeing off from
downtown somewhere," Jack Nicklaus
grumbled. "But you have todo it before
every hole is (reduced to) a driver and
a wedge."
Nicklaus, a top course designer, has
lobbied for many years to have the
United States Golf Association put limits on how far balls can go "before
every course becomes obsolete," he
said, estimating that average distances
advanced about a yard per year for 15
years until they jumped 5 yards for a
couple of years and now 15 yards in the
past year.
"Somebody has got to stand up to
this," Nicklaus said. "I mean, there's
nothing wrong with Augusta
National. It's one of our great courses.
To have it diminished by a ball
because the manufacturers can't
stand to have their ball go shorter,
and because the USGA can't stand up
because it is afraid of being sued to
death — and I don't blame them —
where do you go?"
Simple. You go onward, upward
and farther, for better or worse. It probably would be best if distances were
limited, but there's no turning back
once the evolutionary wheel spins, particularly when that spin produces a
profit somewhere. Besides, fans love to
see monster drives and mirade shots,
and the new balls will produce more.
"It's had the greatest impact, more
than any other piece of equipment in
history," Mickelson said.
The first two rounds of the 2001
Masters are just the latest piece of
evidence.

"A Unique Experience"

OF A 3RD MR J'S

$

HARMONY SQ. SHOPPING CENTER
442-1997

$

FRESH-BAKED BREAD, BAGELS, MUFFINS & MORE

$

Take
$1.00 OFF
Any Purchase

$

Good At
Any Store

$
$

$

$

*

Saturday
April 28, 2001

ATTENTION
JMU
STUDENTS
Infield spots and General Admission available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.com

$
$
$

t

DON'T FORGET TO BRING IN YOUR $1.00
Good 4/10 - 4/11 - 4/12 Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday

Fox field

$

$
$
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Can you DELIVER ?
If so, work for The Breeze
Deliver papers twice a week.
Paid positions are available.
Call x6127 for more information.

Congratulations to the
jk{fLersity Health Center's

The Breeze wants you

A ^Jt2£&
for winning the Outstanding Network Affiliate Award, the
Outstanding Program Award Tor "Madison Squares,"
and Outstanding Student Award for Lisa Becker
at the Bacchus and Gamma Peer Education Network
Regional Conference

GOOb LUCK TO THE GRADUATING SENIORS
Allison Applchans
Lisa Becker
Valeric Brown
Lisa Colon

Stephanie Prank
Jenny Hill
Amanda Lytton
Jason McKnight

John Scntz
Jonathon Shinay
Katie S/\mona
Katie Yudcl

Thanks for all of your hard work and dedication}

*4

Welcome and congrats to the new REACH. Peer
1 auren Alfonso
St;ice\ Armstrong
Chris Baidoo
Ben Banks
1 .iiii.i Bosco
Trace\ Brooks
Dconna Comer

1 [in Coughlin
Lauren DiSano
Margaret l)oran

Heidi Gribblc
Belli Hamilton
Kate Huffsletlcr
Nicollc Johnson
Amanda Welch

Amber krausc
Knstina Kurz
Rcncc Lewii
Natasha Mainvillc
Brian McCaulcv
l^urcn Rowland
Harabara Schulcr

For more information call ...
News —-x6699
Opinion -- x3846
Focus —-x6729
Style — x3846
Sports —-x6709
Photo —- x6749
Graphics — x6749

IF SO, BE SURE TO GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN
FOR THE 2001-2002 BLUESTONE.
Pictures will be taken Wed. April 11 th in Talyor 311
from 1 pm-4pm.
THIS IS YOUR ONLY CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE YEARROOK.
Questions? Call the office at x6541.
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bv Seth Casana

BLITZ OVER-EASY

BASEBALL

Metheny leads Dukes' bats

HIDEO h/OMO

Diamond Dukes take rubbergame with W&M's Tribe
\t\iw \>
I can t recall evtt doing it"
Mi theny said about Ihe i yck
It - something thaft tough to
do Ifa real hard to bdievt tli.it
hvo people did it in tin- same
oama Hut Ifaaomethingspecial
I guess.*
[he (Vibe was blanked in thr
i ighth .is the I ink."- saw Ihe
momentum ihifl back
yrou put up .1 5 .nut
the) put up a 0 it u.iiK helpa
you - helps the momentum,"
M.IIH ir. said.
I hi- jack .'i .ill tradea added
another home run In the eighth
to complete his M. Ilai day
\\<k\l .uioV.I three more
runs in the top ol the ninth off
freshman pitcher Kurt la 11
but sophomore pitcher l.nvd
Doyle quelled the rail) in
allowing one hit before striking
tut i' Ki-li\ to end the game
rhree and .« hall exhausting
hours later the Dukes secured ■>
much needed * A \ victory
Mi-thi m finished the da) 5 6
v^ith five RBIa and 4 runs
i I including the two home
runs. ,1 double and .1 triple
Kim went J-5 with one run
.mil tour RBIs, including two
doubles Miller was 4-5 with
three RBIs .nut (runs scored
"I'm sun.' Kim said as he
plopped down on the dugout
bench ( 'h man, it was }us1 .1
long I
.

c»n Friday the Tribe took the
series opener from the Dukes
with a 5-1 win. Cl.irk Saylor
went7and 2 r3 tor the Tnbe, giving up 1 run on seven hits with
four Strikeouts. Sophomore
Chris Cochran took the loss for
JMU after going 8 and 1/3
Innings Ha allowed 5 runs on
nine hits with nine strikeouts.
The Dukes evened the series
on Saturday with a 6-5 victory.
Kim and Miller anchored the
Dukes again as Kim went 3-3
with two RBIs and Miller went

3-4 with 2 runs
Sophomore Dan Meyer got the
win for the Dukes as he allowed
five runs on eight hits over ti\-'
innings Junior Ben ShefMfd
took the loss for the Mbe I
Doyle picked up the sa\ a
The Dukes head to Perm
State University Tuesday tor ,1
douMeheader with the Nlittanv
Lions. Their next home contest
will be played at llarrisonburg's
Veterans' Memorial Stadium
against Bridgewatei College on
April IS

a

u
ANDREW TITTS/v.u," /./; •

k]\\\l€ IKICR^DIBLV SUCCESSFUL
Ohi TVT FIELD, H\D£0 K/OMO'S
*NO-HITTER" PROpCACT TIF-lNS UF/R£
SOMCIAJHAT LESS U£LL RCCElVEP.

Sophomores Milch Rlgsby (#12) and Eddie Kim (#36)
have a W&M runner hung up between first and second.

*&&
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(3imble Jieasures
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Make your graduation dinner reservations now!
i.

'extended dining hours Friday & Saturday of graduation weekend*

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS
I l\F DINING

RUSH

US passports. Renewals. Additional Pages
First time applicants. Change of name .Visas.

WASONABIY PRICED

'parly platters and catered meals also available *
'••IS r&ML ilu.

Translations. Notary Public. Legalizations
364 2988

Call 540 4427762

Earn Credit while you're home for the summer. George Mason University offers
more than 700 courses in accounting, anthropology, astronomy, biology, business legal
studies, chemistry, computer science, dance, economics,
Session Dates

English, and much more.

SESSION A May 21-June 26
SESSION BMay 29-July 23

For more information, contact us at (703) 993-2343, by fax

SESSION C July 2-August 7

(703) 993-8871, or by e-mail summer@gmu.edu. Visit us on

SESSION X Variable Dates

the web at
http://summer.gmu.edu.

J New Enrollee

~l

J Return Enrollee

J Please send me a summer schedule of classes
Name:
Address:
City:

Stale:.

Home Phone:

. Zip: .

Office Phone:.

Please fax or mail this coupon to:
George Mason University
Summer Term. MS 5D1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax. Virginia 22030-4444
Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703) 993-8871

Web site: http://summer.gmu.edu

JM u

-k—-Mason

Summer
George Mason University
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"LASSLL Ll£l2S
FOR RENT
ifit Grand Duke Apartment* newly renovated and furnished. 3
bedroom. 2 lev* townhomes clow
mam campus lor fall 2001.
Large eat in kitchens with fun sue
appliances. Generous rear deck
•ith private yard. Parking included.
43J1744
Hunters Ridge • 4 BR condo.
$230/bedroom. Landlord pays
eiectnc. tekohone and water bills
2968904
Nait tea©* Year • Double wide
trailer on norse farm 8 mi. out. Port
Rd 2 6fi. deck. A/C. $385/mo.
•nckides utMies 234-9781
Do«on Lane lownho-n*!
1 PR.
3 5 bath. 3 level units Laundry
room. W/D. all appliances, ceiling
fans, walk-in closets. Check out
me space and privacy. 487-8776.
574«413.
Hunters RMge Tewnfcovse • 'our
bedrooms available lor Fall 2001
and Spring 2002 semesters Call
collect 757 3408993 for details.
Townhouse - 3BR. 2 5 baths. W/D.
new vinyl, new carpet, walk to JMU.
pool Available Jury 1. $750/mo.
246€700.
3 ■aeVeom Haute • good condition.
W/D.
available
8/17/01.
$675/mo, 433-1569.

1335 DcTon Lane 3 bedroom, furmshrd.
W/D. D/W. A/C. 8700/nto.
i.ibrrty Street •
2 blocks from campus.
3 bedroom lownhouse.

1214 Foresthlll - 3 bedroom
townhouse just east o' interstate.
Kitchen a laundry appliances.
Fireplace m dining room S810
Hess & Miller 434 7383
Nags Head Student Summer
Rentals • 2 and 3 bedrooms,
252 2556328
3 4 or I »R Units Available
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom Apple
Real Estate, inc 5404339576
Twelve Bedroom House) • wilt
rent to groups ol 12 or any
combinations, including singles.
Can for great deals on utilities and
rent'867 9375.
2 Bedroom To*nhou»«
1461 0
Squire Hill. 2001 2002. $285.
442 9358
1204 twin. View - 4 BR. basement,
W/D. DW. garbage disposal. AC.
fumrshed, 2 baths, walking dWtanot.
new carpet $250/mo . 867 9375
Av^i-tw OflC*
ouemg • 2
and 3 story townnouses, 4 0
bedroom house Some with tree
ethernet. For listings, floor plans
and locations, contact University
Realty. 4344444 unvrlty+gte net.
www. unA*rsrh//eafly com/roeaf ions
l»r|i 2 5 Story Houee DlgraMM
hardwood floors. 34 BR. 2 bath,
off street parking. N. High St.
Available Aug. 1. *875/mo.
4333395
The Grand Duke Aaertments new
& newly renovated superior, large
1 bedroom apartments close to
campus available for summer and
Fall 2001 school year, Fui sue. eat
m kitchens and large living room.
High Quality, extensive new
fumsrMngs available Ph. 433-1744

Lodging for JMU Graduation •
2 bedroom condo, sleep 6,
available for check-in 5/4/01.
Minutes away from JMU Call after
6 30 p.m. weekday evenings or
weekends. 757 5639194.
Mt. View Drive TH ■ 5 BR,
furnished, walking distance,
$180/month,
1 year lease
(8/01 8/02). W/D 70345O5008

Very Nice 3 BR Mouse

2 M Townhouse - great condihon,
very dose! W/D. 2001 2002,
$525/mo.. 4331569.
Overeat!!
Market
Means
Great Savings for You - See
www. cestreprope'ry com for houses
with rooms starting at $175. 48
BR duplei with flexible terms.
Permits pets. Call 564 2659.

REDUCED
* hVrinmm Townhouse' - Auguit
J S bath*, private dtifc. lumiificd.
I'knc.cihemci' Starting S2Wcach.
2&JRK-I nbmattlliirrTrec vsxfcddok.

Ksgaeatar tots, Tape • Beer/wine
making.
Bluestone Cellars,
downtown. 432-6799.
Reggae Roete Wear. Rock n roll
coiiectibies/memorabiiia. hemp
accessories/Jewelry. »t«ned glass
art. conscientious t-shirts/posters.
Batik tapestries, mcences. on,
imported wood work. Majestic
imports • downtown 52 E. Market.
4424728

rumJioA nr* larpn
432-6993

J-M
APARTMENTS

Handpalnted eroasaa, egga,
baeketa * morel Gift & Thrift. 227
N Main

IJ8 SSlHi. \n. Inn, ■

Landscape'a Helper • $7 50/hr
Start now Need own transportation
4333395

I UK V|>i SMO/mo.
2HRA|M. VWVmo.
H

ufsgajarga • Massanetta Springs
Conference
Canter
needs
lifeguards
May-Labor
Day.
Supervisor. 2 guards, pay. shift
meals, lun. Bring certification,
apply In person. 712 Massanetta
Springs Road, 434-3829

v:i«vpciMm

«SI70/pcr><>n

ALL WALKING

parking, ethernet available.

4iiKApi. snumo.

DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!

microwave, dishwasher.

•.iSIWVpc.vnn

washer & dryer,

tt* .* If* <ln«* ...l.lk.c. I.. Ml

deck or patio

Kline Really Pnipcrty

$250 not furnished*

Munapcmcnl
Thejiiul jpjfitiKin

"par bad loom
{•oommata tituMlom available)

801-0660

TRAVEL OUT WEST!
SouUrvwsstrn Co.
Si i mn MI I Hint IN! i-p

i

FKcellent experience Avenge

uicomeh) jnditr u,'

Tim sumrnrr $7,000. Only selecting

Vhll u* al:

inocpendem & sharp students

www.ffw.cam/~renl

Fsf informal-an call 11."" U

S1SOO Weekly Pot^l!^
mfli,ng
our circulars. Free •nlormat'on. Call
202 452 5901.

Biology &
Science Majors

Lifeguard*/ Operators Supervisors Now hinng NoVa areas' Minimum of
$7 25 Apply online or call 877 Sff
POOL ivwv>jnwnawenrarppnaasi«nc com

NO EXPERIENCE:

WANTED

NEEDED!
Stan at 32K.45KM 2 years
IMS. Inc.. a hionn-.lK-.il
software firm in Silver Spring.
MD 1* offering a lice 4 week

•e Part of Htstoryl SunchaM hi
doing their first turnover this
summer, if you like to. be very
busy, pay aim to details, eicei
m hectic and
varied work
environments, follow up on the
work you had scheduled and don't
mmd pitching <n a hand when extra
help is needed, the help us make rt
happen' E*ceHenl pay and bonus
plan. Call EHery for details or come
by the Suncneae office and fill out
an application 442 4800. EEO.
Hela WaatseJ • Earn up to
$500/week assembling products
at home No experience. Info
50*646-1700 Dept. VA4806.
Meaf/Ubw • Summer empWymarfl
avsaabki at local moving companies
in Richmond, VA and Norfolk,
VA. PT positions with great
opportunity to earn overtime.
Monetary bonuses available if you
work the entire summer" Join our
team loading and unloading
trucks, assisting in our warehouse
and/or working on commercial
office moves. Apply at 8030
Whitepme Road.. Richmond. VA
23237. 804 271-0500 or 130 S.
Military Hwy. 757-4618888.

Wanted: Cars for parts • fen7 5A7|

Roommate/ Roommates - to share
huge townhouse for summer. Grad
student preferred Pet friendly. Call
Alyssa. 4330523

programming course. We have

SERVICES

lOopening* We have hired
90* of the .Ml siudeni* who
have luken thi* course Course
qjrts wiH.ill. For details sec
www.IMSWER.com

Resumes! Looking tor a job or
internship' Vou need a resume
tailored to sail your strengths and
capabilities. 804 979 7999 or
cvieBnfSurneAe^e'irxi.com.

or to apply call toll-free
888-680-5057.

NOTKK
For more information and
J*MNlane*

regl d B| g«l
inveatsjattOB oi 1'n.incing

Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs.
Student Grouse - Esrn $1000$2000 this semester with the easy
Cam pus fundraiser com three hour
fundratsaig event. No sates requrad.
Fundraismg dates ere filling
Quickly, so call today' Contact
CsmpusAiilera
at 8899233238
O VS4 WMttCSjrrtaaSuriuraSftVCOrn
Worn Outslaa tfwa Summer In Nova
Paint houses, work on tan. al
training prowled $810/hr. Contac
Nitm, 888556-7139.

huunc** oppi*tuniiie*. cuniact
the Bctiei BUMIKVS Hureau. Inc

i m m i HI

PERSONALS
Jonathan. Let the Good Time* RoHI
Happy 21st Birthday l love you!
Krigbrsi

Best Summer Job
You'll Ever Have!
Top-much Maine summer csmp

HELP WANTED

2001 ■ 2002
Klhernel Available!

1500sq ft. frontdoor

Visit our web site:
www.cfw.com/~rent

2001 Hwr.tontH.rg Party T Shirts
$15 at local bars. $12 direct &
$30 for three. Sets out your
COnSMutrOnet rights. The shirt HPD
does not want you to have. e-mad:
/musfHt fsajnolrna.'. com.

iTt* Poetise Grand RrU - 2 dr.
e«c. cond . Black & beautiful Ladyowned. $8250 firm. 540-396-3590
before 11 a.m.. after 10 p.m.

TQWNHQMES

$275 furnished*

2 Dave Matthews Band Tickets for Carnden. New Jersey. June 23.
Email dkivihavnrs4Vfrnu.edU.

ItM Jeea Wreaapjar - Sport, black,
soft top. 540442-4849 after 4 p m.

lHRApl. ttlO/mo.

Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-8800

t» Raoass Wanted . to lose up to
30 lbs. neat 30 days! Natural,
guaranteed. Dr. recommended.
.•800934-1390 or ,*>vw»&sor7.corr<
ID-27 52

Alrwosl New 1 HR 4pi.rtm.nt* ■
excellent condition, stove, ref.
W/0. some with dishwashers.
Available 8/17/01. $400 425
No pets. 4331569.

4 bedroom. 2 5 bath.

D/W. 3275/person.

FOR SALE

CfcrosM Wheels • will fit 91 01
Dodge
Dakota
or
Durango
icenterlme) Ce" 437-6634.

PHEASANT RUN

Near EMU. 2 balh. W/D.

Help Wanted lor Photography
Events - get paid to go to parties!
Mo experience required, we tram'
Call Jenn at 568-7786.

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse •
furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen,
$260/bedroom. 703-7370103

3 levels, water im luffed,
larftr nxuns

H»rii«m St. ■ walking amance. 4
BR. W/D. DW. gsrOagc disposal,
newly/ rtnovated. $250/mo.
8679375

Pwt Veur Computer to Work $<*?
5.947/mo PT/FT. full training
provided. 1 800 56703166 Or
wwMwThonline.com 10*2752

Subscriptions
to The Breeze:

for boys necks counselor* to

For only $30 for

instruct either basketball, tennis.

third class mailings.

lacrosse, baseball, hockey, golf,

or $75 (or first

soccer, hiking. rope» course.
archery, swimming, boating.

class mailings, you

ORKAT StnMintB
INTERNSHIP

water** i in p. am A craflv

can receive an

photography, video, musk June

entire year of

Are, you looking for

2 V August 18

something better than what

Highest camp salaries, plus
travel, room, board, laundry

Please send your name.
address & payment to:

you've already kned up?

The Breeze'

If you are attracted to

service. Internship credit.

$6-7.000* 3 credits, travel.

Creel facilities, lemfic people

challenge, building your

and beautiful lake-front selling

resume & run. csj
900-251-4000 ext. 14M

We seek fun. dynamic.

c/o Subscriptions

responsible role-models who

James Madison University

enjoy working wiih children

IFew positions remain)

Call 410-337-9*97 or email

MSC 6805

Varsity Division - Thomas Nelson Inc

camps kylemarV aol. com

Harrison burg. VA 22807

Th0 Breeze

Gl. AnthonySeeger Hall

Kecycfe tfiis freeze

paralegal Certificate f^roaram
Summer Intensive Program
May 24 - August 23. 2001

\ i'ii i / in l.i—McGraw

China—Ikcnberry

Long
iiretce—Chappelear
f-gypl—Huffman
<

i HI I"" 11 .i—Weaver

Djibouti—Fredricluon

atlMU

Applications are now being accepted (or the lull-time GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Summer Intensive Legal Assistant Program, approved by the

American Bar

India—Hillside

Association since 1975. A four year college degree Is required for admission

Antarctica—Logan

to this program. Courses are taught by members of the Washington, DC legal

Kenya—(Jifford

community and are designed to assist individuals in pursuing continued educa-

Italy—Dingledine

L'nited Kingdom—
Convene

Argentina— Carber

I reland—Spotswood

Brazil—Hanson

Philippines—Eagle

r inland—White

Japan—Potomac

tion for legal-related careers. Hurry! The deadline for completed applications is
May 7,2001.
For a course catalog and application visit our website:
www.georgetown.edu/ssce/pdp/lop

Francc^—Chesapeake

Here's what graduates are saying about the LAI experience...

Take a trip around the world without leaving Harrisonburg

Wednesday, April 11, 2001
7 p.m. -9 p.m.

'Anyone interested in pursuing a paralegal career or getting exposure
to the legal arena prior to law school should definitely consider this
program as an investment."
"The program provides the necessary skills and knowledge lo make a person marketable
and desirable to any law firm or corporation. Prospective employers know the GU name.'

Stop by Ashby Hall to get your Passport to travel
I -aaail: silmsr/u guiwi. gtorgetoun.edu

"Around the World"

Tel: (2(2) U7-M«4 Fa>:(2D2)M7-S»M
tKIfuolofportmilvlalfirmathe-ilitmmyiilutim

Sponsored by:
Center

for Multicultural/

Inn i ii.in. n.ii Student Services
Office of Residence Life
cfTf\tZ-» cjt raiJan
IAMI1 MII>IION U

At Moll M

241 THE

BREEZE I MONDAY. APRIL

9, 200]

Bette f
S es are cmm
Take

• •

ie

oiif pw k toda

Join the fun on Ffdao, /pfil \4k
toainmncf at 9:oo a.m. at the
Commons, South View of §tone ^at e
3
fr an Easter Edcj Bunt.
Edas filled mill p^^es!
* Must be claimed at the office on te same day.

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

4a2-0600
www.lbjlimJted.com

£

L

Stone Gate
Office Hour*
Mon-Fri 9 am-s:3o

